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ABSTRACT

Policy makers say they govern the environment based on
scientific evidence, but environmental activists express concern about issues that
challenge scientific understandings, such as risk, uncertainty, justice, and participation.
This conflict is magnified in agriculture, where many social movements and farmers
advocate and create farming systems that are ecological—diverse, heterogenous and
adaptive. Ecological farming systems are thus harder for outside experts - researchers,
extensionists, development practitioners or policymakers – to understand. Complexity
and context-specificity in ecological agriculture presents numerous challenges along the
path from scientific inquiry to policy implementation, including in categorizing,
systematically studying, modelling and regulating farming systems.
In this dissertation, I explore these problems from several different perspectives.
First, I analyze the ways in which the rhetoric of “inter-disciplinary” & “transdisciplinary” scholarship obscures major differences in how socially engaged ecologicalsocial science is conducted. Second, I review how the categories describing alternative
ecological agriculture have been drawn, and the common problems that have been
generated by ambiguity. I then use frameworks developed in this review to analyze
certification criteria for alternative food products. Lastly, I attempt to put some of these
ideas into practice in a probabilistic model of P Loss from Vermont farm fields.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1. Science, Politics, and the Environmental Crises
As human activities increasingly perturb earth-systems processes, environmental
challenges are becoming a key site of social, political, and environmental conflict. Since
the mid-20th century, impacts of human activities on the environment have rapidly
accelerated, leading many geologists to argue that the Earth has entered a new geologic
epoch, the Anthropocene (Steffen et al., 2011). Many scientists are deeply concerned
about irreversible damages to the earth’s self-regulatory capacity (Rockström et al.,
2009), and that environmental burdens are inequitably distributed between human groups
(Mohai et al., 2009), and across species (Naess, 1973).
In the last several hundred years, science and rationality have become
increasingly important to governance in all domains (Porter, 1996). Science plays a
particularly outsized role in environmental politics; scientific knowledge and scientific
communities are deeply entangled with environmental problems. After all, scientific
discovery often provides the basis for new technologies which may cause environmental
problems (F. Fischer, 2000). Conversely, scientific discovery and measurement is
essential to identifying, quantifying, and managing many environmental problems.
Lastly, many options for mitigating environmental harms themselves rely on new
technologies (ibid). Organizations associated with business interests have long
recognized this, and attempted to deliberately warp and wield science for their political
ends (Oreskes & Conway, 2010). But if politics is groups of people making decisions
about what to do, then research on the environment is inescapably political, and further
complicated by these factors.
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Environmental politics is both a politics of technocracy—scientific expertise,
high-tech monitoring, and expert risk management—and a politics of justice, advocacy
for and/or by individuals and groups that are (perceived to be) marginalized.
Environmental movements sometimes enlist scientific objectivity and “facts” as allies in
political processes, but also often find themselves in conflict with academic experts.
These conflicts emerge in interpretations of “risk” and its assessment (Beck et al., 1992),
disagreement over how to frame environmental problems, conflict over policy
implementation, and occasionally pure distrust of academic sub-communities.
The issue of climate change exemplifies this. It is not uncommon for activists to
appeal to climate scientists for legitimacy, while disagreeing with economists or
geoengineering experts about how to respond. It is common for green political
movements to dispute the evidentiary and normative basis for technological and policy
solutions that have large support in some expert communities. Prominent examples
include nuclear power (IAEA, 2018; Masson-Delmotte et al., 2018), transgenic organisms
(Agre et al., 2016) and carbon pricing (Schlosberg & Collins, 2014).
While all people should want decisions to be made with the best available
information, “evidence-based” policy presents challenges to democratic and effective
decision-making. Overreliance on scientific evidence can blind policy makers to
important informal knowledge and alternative problem framings (Strassheim & Kettunen,
2014; Weiss, 1980). Furthermore, producing scientific evidence requires financial
resources and social institutions and thus scientists can have their own unique political
interests. Finally, many modern challenges, especially environmental ones, deal with tailrisks and fundamental (“Knightian”) uncertainty - settings where “evidence-based
2

decision making” may be controversial or even counter-productive (Beck et al., 1992;
Taleb et al., 2014). Tensions between expert leadership and mass democracy have been a
feature of social movements throughout modernity (Karabel, 2016).
Environmental change thus demands careful consideration of relationships
between knowledge production and collective action, between science and society. Many
researchers appear to agree; interest in “trans-disciplinary,” “participatory” and
“engaged” science has increased markedly. But even within the same research
communities, these ideas manifest in contradictory ways. In one example, the field of
Ecological Economics, includes a variety of approaches to socio-environmental policy.
These include technocratic efficiency-seeking (Howarth & Farber, 2002; van den Bergh,
2010), advocacy for top-down “science-based” policy to avert catastrophe (Rees, 2020),
proposals to deepen substantive democracy (Schneider et al., 2010; M. Wironen et al.,
2019) and complete disillusion with institutional politics (Hagens, 2020). Likewise,
“participation” has come to mean completely opposite things- radical, emancipatory work
to undermine traditional hierarchies and divisions in knowledge (Cahill, 2007) and a
means for convincing communities to work towards pre-determined goals of experts and
elites (Hayward et al., 2004; Stringer et al., 2006). Science needs to carefully engage with
the rest of society to make progress on important issues, and scientists have many views
about how best to do this.

1.2 Agriculture and Environment
Agricultural systems lie at the nexus of humanity’s most pressing problems.
Agriculture is a major contributor to greenhouse gas emissions, eutrophication, land-use
3

change and other threats to the stability of the earth system (Campbell et al., 2017a;
Steffen et al., 2015a). Agriculture is one of the greatest threats to critical ecosystem
services, and the domain with the most potential for improvement (Zhang et al., 2007).
Agriculture is also the foundational sector of the economy, providing nearly all
sustenance for the world’s growing population and livelihoods for roughly 2 billion
people worldwide. Reconciling the needs of human beings for food with critical
ecological thresholds at local and global scales is one of humanity’s greatest challenges.
A diverse array of actors work in food systems to reconcile food access and
ecological health. These groups present multiple, conflicting problem framings and
divergent opinions about which are the best pathways forward. Because of the
multifaceted, transdisciplinary nature of these problems, approaches to their solution can
be categorized in disparate ways. Commonly, though, debates become polarized between
caricatures of the two main camps: input-driven intensification versus ecological
agriculture. In the domain of biodiversity conservation, this conflict is often framed as
between “sparing” wild nature with high-yield agriculture or “sharing” with wildlife
within agricultural landscapes through biodiverse farming systems (J. Fischer et al., 2008;
Phalan et al., 2011).
Intensification paradigms associated with the Green Revolution focus on high
yields of staple crops through simplifying farm ecosystems and modern input
technologies. These systems reduce local intra- and inter-species biodiversity, through
monoculture, varietal selection. and the use of agrochemicals. Furthermore, the use of
inputs often increases fluxes of greenhouse gases and nutrients from farmland. Its
proponents claim that these negatives are more than compensated by higher land-adjusted
4

yields—high yields allow for land to be “spared” for biodiversity and ecosystem services
via abandonment of marginal farmland, or reductions in land-clearing for new farmland
(Burney et al., 2010). Furthermore, proponents argue that massive increases in food
production and agricultural labor productivity are essential to poverty reduction and
human development (Conway & Shah, 2012; Godfray et al., 2010).
On the other hand, a variety of movements argue for more heterogeneous, diverse and
complex farming systems. Advocates portray these systems as mimicking or tightly
coupling with natural systems, able to exploit and elaborate heterogeneity in the
environment (Lynch et al., 2012). These systems can improve non-renewable resource
efficiency (Pelletier et al., 2008; Pimentel et al., 2005b), ecosystem function (Bengtsson
et al., 2005; Gattinger et al., 2012) and resilience (Holt-Giménez, 2002) through the
synergistic interactions of multiple system components. While adopting these strategies
often increase crop yields when applied to low-input traditional farming systems (Pretty
et al., 2006a), they are usually lower yielding than specialized, high-external-input
systems (Ponisio et al., 2015; Seufert et al., 2012a; Seufert & Ramankutty, 2017). These
strategies are associated with labels such as "agroecology," “permaculture” and
“biodynamic” and “organic” farming. Advocates argue that these systems can produce
sufficient food with less ecological harm (Chappell & LaValle, 2011), and help create food
systems where food is better allocated towards those who need it (Holt-Giménez et al.,
2012).
1.3 Agriculture, Science and Governance
The Agronomic and Environmental Sciences are central to these conflicts. Actors
paying for agricultural science seek to improve their provisioning a wide range of public
5

and private goods, including food, livelihood stability, food security, environmental
protection, and economic growth. In the global South, where states are generally weak,
for-profit actors have focused on productivity, while non-profits have focused on a wider
suite of public goods, often resulting in considerable conflict over not just policy, but
over the conduct of science as well (Sumberg et al., 2013).
From their origins, ecological agriculture movements have often fought with the
scientific establishment. Ecological critiques of the status quo in modern agriculture
emerged largely from techno-skeptic movements. In global north, sources included
educated elites (Balfour, 2006; A. Howard, 2010; Northbourne, 2005), spiritual
movements (Steiner, 2013) and anti-capitalist “back-to-the-land” movements (Nearing &
Nearing, 1989). In the global south, traditions emerge from movements for land reform,
as well as traditional farming practices of indigenous peoples and other groups with longlasting relationships with particular ecosystems (La Via Campesina, 2007; P. Rosset &
Martínez-Torres, 2012). These movements have long existed on the fringes of academic
agronomy, often with relationships of mutual hostility. Academic science is implicated
by its relationships with industrial agriculture technologies and institutions, while many
scientists think alternative agriculture is ridden with superstition and wishful thinking
(e.g. Sheehy et al., 2005).
The late 20th century saw some attempts at retrenchment between opposing
camps. Greater awareness of environmental issues and the ecological basis for
agricultural production resulted in modest reforms in science, policy, and agricultural
practice. In the United States, “Sustainable Agriculture” arose as a term seeking
consensus between food systems actors promoting production and profitability and those
6

promoting ecological and social values (Youngberg & DeMuth, 2013). The term
incorporates a wide range of farm types and techniques that strive to reduce external
inputs, decrease environmental impacts, and improve profitability. There are now a wide
range of organizations and researchers working in global food systems which can be
characterized as “progressive” or “reformist,” incorporating elements of both radical
critiques and the status quo (Holt Giménez & Shattuck, 2011).

1.4 Agroecology, Ambiguity and Complexity

Actors fighting for alternative, ecologically friendlier food systems thus find
themselves in a complicated relationship with agronomic and environmental sciences.
Alternative agriculture movements are bolstered by “scientific consensus” in ascribing
massive environmental harms to agriculture (Campbell et al., 2017a; Conijn et al., 2018).
They also must utilize hard-to-produce scientific evidence to arguments about
epidemiological and ecological harms from agricultural technologies (e.g. Van Bruggen
et al., 2018). Concurrently, they find themselves in frequent conflict with the scientific
consensus over problem framing, risk assessments and empirical facts (Holt-Giménez et
al., 2012; Marris, 2001). Many also see much of the agronomic science community as
corrupted or captured by industry (Marcoux & Urpelainen, 2011; Vanloqueren & Baret,
2009). These difficulties are characteristic of the tensions between environmental
activism and environmental science writ large (F. Fischer, 2000).
The generic difficulties of science, policy and environmental issues are further
complicated in agriculture by the nature of the proposed alternatives. Alternative
7

agriculture movements propose creating systems that are diverse, heterogenous, adaptive
and tightly coupled with local ecosystems. There are substantial theoretical arguments
and empirical data for the ecological potential of these systems and many existing
examples. Diverse systems exhibit more resilience (Holt-Giménez, 2002; Philpott et al.,
2008; P. M. Rosset et al., 2011), host more associated biodiversity (Bengtsson et al.,
2005; Winqvist et al., 2012) and contribute to economic and food security among farmers
(Niehof, 2004). Agroecological strategies largely remain outside of the scientific and
policy mainstream, however. One possible reason is that heterogenous and adaptive
farming systems create substantial epistemic challenges. Agroecological systems are
harder to define, harder to study, and thus harder to govern.
Understanding the boundaries between approaches to agriculture has often been
very difficult, especially so with biodiversity and systems-based approaches. This
difficulty has been exacerbated by the recent profusion of terminology. Perhaps most
dramatically, silvopasture, a widely acknowledged best-management practice, is often
confused by extensionists and farmers with the practice of unmanaged forest grazing, a
highly degrading practice (J. Orefice et al., 2017; J. N. Orefice & Carroll, 2017). Similar
problems are often seen in reformist approaches, where organizations promoting
Integrated Pest Management (Bottrell & Schoenly, 2018) and Conservation Agriculture
(Giller et al., 2009) have great difficulties in defining the boundaries of these ideas, and
thus measuring successful promotion. Adaptive management approaches to livestock
grazing systems have been subject to numerous confusions in terminology and definitions
that often muddy scientific assessments (Allen et al., 2011; Briske et al., 2014; Gerrish &
Ohlenbusch, 1998; Hodgson, 1979). Defining “organic” farming systems has proved
8

difficult for regulators and researchers alike (Posner et al., 1995; Thicke, 2017) and
simplifying this difficulty has profoundly shaped how the practice has evolved. Even
classifying some food and food-marketing systems as “local” has proven difficult
(Eriksen, 2013; Tovey, 2009).
Even where it is possible to firmly define the type of system under study,
biodiversity-based farming systems pose serious difficulties for researchers. These
strategies are often adaptive and dynamic, meaning that “in any study researchers can
control variables or work in a realistic context, but not both” (Provenza et al., 2013). The
importance of adapting to context is exemplified by the rhetoric of alternative agriculturephrases such as “more eyes-to-acres” (Jackson & Berry, 2009) and “farming without a
recipe” (Lyon et al., 2011). The greater diversity of these systems means a greater number
of relevant variables to study, meaning that they may be best understood through
complexity theory, rather than mechanistic processes and this complexity is central to
their self-regulation (Vandermeer & Perfecto, 2017).
Furthermore, assessing the potential of alternative strategies is greatly complicated by
loose delineations and epistemic difficulties. While traditional agronomic experiments
have utilized factorial design to understand individual cause-and-effect relationships, this
approach may be unsuitable for comparing qualitatively different systems (Drinkwater,
2002; Vandermeer & Perfecto, 2012). Viewing farms as complete systems can
completely alter the interpretation of experimental results and causal relations (Groot et
al., 2007; Van Der Ploeg et al., 2007). Systems-based experiments have become more
common, but these require careful work in determining the defining functional attributes
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and goals of different systems (Posner et al., 1995), which is complicated by the
heterogenous and adaptive practices of small farmers (Glover, 2011).
Agroecological complexity also poses challenges for several popular agroenvironmental policy tools. Alternative certification schemes dichotomize farms into
practitioners and non-practitioners, and their bureaucracies may be socially and
economically disruptive (Getz & Shreck, 2006b; Mutersbaugh, 2002). Practice-based
policies, including bans, mandates, and incentives, are confounded by difficulties in
characterizing both the practices and their context within a farming system, which
determines whether practices are appropriate. For example, the same practices may
increase greenhouse gas emissions on some farms and reduce them on others. So why not
govern emissions directly? Performance-based policy, which intuitively is most
consistent with locally adapted farming systems, usually relies on modelling, because
measurement on each farm is incredibly expensive. Modelling, however, pre-supposes
scientific understanding of the systems being regulated. That is to say, the models only
actually measure performance to the extent that they accurately represent what is going
on in each farming system. But since farming systems vary so much based on context—
and more so when farmers adopt the practices of ecological agriculture—it is more
difficult to construct a model that can accurately predict performance based on practices
and other factors. All available policy options for directly governing the environmental
impacts of agriculture appear confounded by this complexity.
Agroecological complexity thus complicates science and governance; complexitybased alternative agriculture reduces the “bureaucratic legibility” of systems by the same
mechanisms that increase their self-regulatory capacity (Scott, 1998). As such,
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bureaucratic efforts to improve agriculture’s environmental performance through
agroecological methods face internal contradictions. Even when “industrial”
monoculture-based farming clearly has greater environmental impacts, it is more
straightforward to regulate it by requiring certain practices, banning others, or rewarding
modelled improvements. Mandates or incentives for biodiversity-based farming systems
to protect the environment have greater risks of unintended consequences, which are also
more difficult to detect or measure. Attempts to make agriculture more environmentally
friendly through direct regulatory action can cause homogenization and consolidation, as
seen in alternative food certifications (Guthman, 2004).
This dissertation works to explore these contradictions more deeply and articulate the
limitations and opportunities found within them.

1.5 Dissertation Structure
This dissertation works to explore these contradictions more deeply and articulate the
limitations and opportunities found within them. In four papers, I explore how boundarydrawing and categorization are necessary but problematic aspects of research and action
within socioecological systems, and food systems specifically. With environmental
problems, and agriculture specifically, how tacit and non-expert knowledge are
incorporated can be an important demarcation in itself, but also a problem for researchers
or bureaucrats attempting to categorize farming systems from an outside viewpoint.
Chapter 2 explores academic categories or buzzwords relating to more-thandisciplinary science, especially “interdisciplinarity” and “transdisciplinarity.” While
many scholars have developed firm definitions for these words, in practice, their use is
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highly inconsistent. Drawing on a long history of debate within the field of Ecological
Economics, I argue that it is helpful to focus on the reasons “why” scholars seek to
overcome discipline- which specific limitations of disciplinarity do they seek to
overcome and what do they hope to accomplish by moving beyond the normal confines
of discipline? I show that there are two essential areas of conflict in Ecological
Economics’ identity:
First, to what extent is it a distinct methodological approach to combining the natural
and social sciences into new scientific knowledge and techniques? What distinguishes it
from other approaches?
Second, to what extent is it a distinct approach to combining scientific and public
knowledges in formulating policy recommendations? What distinguishes it from other
approaches?
Examining Ecological Economics from this perspective resolves some apparent
conflicts and points out new ones. This framework may aid in understanding other
conflicts around the limitations and benefits of disciplinary structures, and the proper
roles of the academy in public decision-making.

Chapter 3 examines boundary-drawing in agri-food systems. I demonstrate that
confusion around the boundaries of agricultural systems and practices is a common and
important problem. I then lay out a framework for 3 dimensions on which proponents of
agricultural systems may delineate them. I then demonstrate this framework by applying
it to the history of organic agriculture. I show how its primary distinguishing dimension
has changed over time. Organic agriculture moved from primarily being a distinct way of
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looking at farming systems, to a distinct socio-political critique of food-systems to a
distinct set of farming systems. I argue that becoming a well-defined set of farming
systems has had both large advantages and disadvantages, and that these lessons are
applicable to actors working to promote other alternative agriculture modalities.

Chapter 4 builds upon the work in Chapter 3 through an empirical examination of
how alternative agriculture certifications draw different boundaries using the same
concepts. I examine 22 alternative-food certifications which use the term “Integrated Pest
Management” (IPM) to describe their preferred approach to managing crop pests,
diseases, and weeds. This paper shows substantial differences in how certifications with
different scopes convert the principles of IPM into a set of decision rules for excluding or
including farms within their certifications. While all of these certifications pursue the
goal of minimizing ecological and social harms from the use of crop-protectant
chemicals, this appears to mean very different things across contexts. My analysis casts
doubt that broadly applicable, context-neutral, “objective” sorting rules for alternative
agricultural systems can supply anything more than minimum standards.

Chapter 5 brings some of these ideas into practice for modeling phosphorus losses
from agricultural fields in Vermont. I scale up a site-assessment tool built for farm fields
(the VT P Index) into a basin-level probabilistic model. Though this approach may be
less scientifically precise than the process-based simulation models often used for
simulating nutrient runoff, it has a number of advantages. Crucially, the VT P Index is
simple, easy-to-understand and already widely utilized by farmers within their nutrient-
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management planning processes. The assumptions and results of such a model are easy to
access, understand and contest by farmers, and can function as boundary objects through
which farmers and scientists can share and dispute knowledge. My work highlights the
importance of un-observed heterogeneity in soil phosphorus as a key variable in
managing P loss.

14

CHAPTER 2: Why Cross and Mix Disciplines and Methodologies?: Multiple
Meanings of Interdisciplinarity and Pluralism in EE
Abstract
Ecological Economists disagree much about their field and its relationship to
mainstream economics and to policy. One reason for these disagreements is that the field
pursues multiple goals under the headings of “interdisciplinarity” and
“transdisciplinarity.” At least four distinct goals may be pursued under these labels;
brainstorming and borrowing for novel combinations of ideas, building new subdisciplines at the juncture of existing disciples, bringing multiple fields into
methodological and theoretical coherence, and involving science in solving social
problems. The latter two draw the most controversy. Ecological Economists desire
reforming Economics and other social sciences by integrating theories from ecology and
physics, but there are multiple means of doing so. Likewise, many seek to create new
ways for academic knowledge to be better utilized in public decision-making, but
perspectives differ here as well. These represent fundamentally different axes of
disagreement but are not always treated as such. Ecological Economics continues to
contain a broad range of perspectives, some contradictory, for a rather small research
community.
2.1. Introduction
In the decades since its founding, Ecological Economics (EE) has strived for not
only new ways to understand economy-in-society in the rest of nature, but new ways to
conduct research and use science for the public good. Early cross-disciplinary
collaboration has spawned several successful research programs, developed indicators
used by governments and individuals, and supported prominent academic careers.
Many practitioners also see it as a project for socio-ecological transformation (Dube,
2020), where it has made much less progress- indicators of environmental challenges
have mostly deteriorated. It has also made little progress in radically altering economic
thinking- published work in the journal Ecological Economics has moved more towards
the discourses and methods used in mainstream economics (Castro e Silva and Teixeira
2011). A wing of the field argues that EE has allowed itself to be coopted by
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mainstream economics, diluting its radical critiques (Spash, 2013), but this diagnosis is
often unclear- scholars so implicated may also consider themselves harsh critics of the
mainstream (e.g Farley and Washington 2018).
These conflicts within Ecological Economics can be better
understood by examining long-standing confusion and conflict about the meaning of
academic research and action which works to overcome the boundaries of discipline
(supra-disciplinary). Since the dawn of academic disciplines, critics have promoted
competing and contradictory visions of when, why and how to transcend disciplinary
science.
First, I review the meaning of academic disciplines and how that informs
different attempts to overcome their limitations. Second, I outline a taxonomy of
intentions behind supra-disciplinary research. Third, I review how these intentions
manifest themselves in Ecological Economics, exploring in greater detail conflicting
ideas of what interdisciplinary synthesis, and action-oriented transdisciplinarity ought
to mean in Ecological Economics. Fourth, I examine how “radical” interpretations of
either of these intentions lead to very different critiques of mainstream economic
practice. In summary, “Ecological Economics” has long been loaded with many
different meanings, despite the relatively small size of its research community and
functions more as a meeting place of several different perspectives than a unique
perspective of its own.
2.2. Disciplinary and Supra-disciplinary Science
“Interdisciplinarity cannot live without the disciplines… You cannot cross
boundaries if you don't know where they are.” (Hunt, 1994, p. 1)
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Since the founding of the field, Ecological Economists have argued for pluralist,
interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary approaches to science (Costanza et al., 1991;
Funtowicz & Ravetz, 1994; Max-Neef, 2005; Norgaard, 1989). This places EE in a
long tradition of reactions to the fragmentation of academic knowledge in modernity.
Modern “disciplinary” science emerged in the 19th century, and the academy
became increasingly professionalized, mirroring trends in society and law. Before this
time, most research and teaching were conducted by generalists and amateurs without
detailed training in their specific area of research. In earlier times, the only academic
disciplines were theology, law and medicine (Klein, 1990, p. 20). Over time, the
number of distinct specializations in academic knowledge has increased dramatically.
Specialization has coincided with enormous progress in many scientific fields, but
many academics have criticized this trend and fought against it.
By the early 20th century, a reaction calling for “interdisciplinary” science and
education had formed. At first, this term and critique was mostly applied to scientific
education (Klein, 1990) and migrated into the applied sciences a few decades later 1.
Since then, counter-movements have been described with numerous terminologies and
taxonomies that are often inconsistent with one another. The lack of clarity in
terminology begins with competing definitions of academic disciplines, then
compounded by different conceptions of how the boundaries of disciplines might be
crossed.
Dictionary definitions of scientific “discipline” are almost exclusively reliant on
spatial metaphors, such as “field,” (Merriam Webster 2020), “branch,” (American

1

The term first appears in the journal Science in 1944 with Brozek, J., & Keys, A. (1944). General
aspects of interdisciplinary research in experimental human biology. Science.
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Heritage, 2016)”, or “area” (Cambridge Dictionary 2020) of study. These metaphors
evoke disciplines as static territories of knowledge, but boundaries are constantly in
flux (Klein, 1990). Though perhaps academic disciplines ought to be bounded by deep
ontological distinctions between their objects of study, this is not the case (Trowler,
2014).

The dynamics of disciplinary science have been crucial to modern
understandings of the history and philosophy of science, though many scholars did not
use the term “discipline.” Kuhn (1970) described how the narrowing of scientific
inquiry under a disciplinary matrix has been both crucial to scientific progress and
occasionally the primary hindrance to it. The “paradigms” of normal science not only
sharply limit the objects of study for a researcher in a discipline, but also the questions
she might ask, and the methods utilized. Lakatos (1970) added substantial nuance to
this discussion by explaining that research programs are structured around claims held
with varying degrees of dogmatism- from “hard core” claims that are never questioned
to expendable “auxiliary hypotheses” that are easily modified or discarded in the face
of new evidence. Both models emphasize methodological and theoretical consensus as
a key functional trait of progressive scientific research, most of the time.
Krishnan (2009), gives six criteria for academic disciplines. A discipline shares
(1) a body of specialist knowledge, concerning (2) an object of research (3) that is
organized by a set of theories and concepts. Further, a discipline shares (4) research
methods and (5) technical language and (6) is institutionalized through academic
courses, departments and societies. Krishnan further notes that many disciplines do not
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meet all these criteria; some disciplines are more “disciplined” than others. Some of
these disciplines see fulfilling these as a crucial project for their field, while others opt
to self-consciously remain ‘undisciplined.’

Similar to Krishnan, Donald (2002) defines a discipline as “a body of
knowledge with a reasonably logical taxonomy, a specialized vocabulary, an accepted
body of theory, a systematic research strategy, and techniques for replication and
validity” (p 8). More narrowly, Berger (1972) defines a discipline as “A specific body
of teachable knowledge with its own background of education, training, procedures,
methods and content areas. (23)” Trowler (2014) gives a very broad and social
constructivist definition:

“Disciplines are reservoirs of knowledge resources which… condition
behavioural practices, sets of discourses, ways of thinking, procedures, emotional
responses and motivations… [leading to] structured dispositions for disciplinary
practitioners.” (They are characterized by) “common background knowledge about key
ﬁgures, conﬂicts and achievements. Disciplines take organisational form, have internal
hierarchies and bestow power differentially… (p. 1728)”

The lack of consistent definitions leads to confusing descriptions. Stock and
Burton (2011, p. 1099) refer to Political Ecology as a “transdisciplinary sub-discipline,”
while this journal describes Ecological Economics as an “inter-disciplinary field,”
which, given that field and discipline are synonyms, indicates an “inter-disciplinary
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discipline” or a “field between fields.” These constructions are not necessarily in
conflict- Ecological Economics is a partially institutionalized knowledge community
built around shared theories and jargon but includes scholars and techniques from a
wide range of academic traditions. EE has some characteristics of an academic
discipline, but not others. Similar confusions arise in applied fields, which on the one
hand, may meet most of Krishnan’s requirements, yet also draw upon more basic
research from several other disciplines (Bridges, 2006).

For the rest of this paper, I will use “discipline” in the fuzzy sense of Krishnan’s
definition, and will follow Balsiger (2004) in using the term “supradisciplinary” to
encompass endeavors that are multi, inter and/or trans-disciplinary, in the interest of
brevity.

2.2.1 Reasons and Intentions for Moving Beyond Academic Disciplines
Calls for more interdisciplinary approaches are rooted in critiques of
fragmented, reductionist, disciplinary science. Counter-movements to the specialization
and fragmentation of knowledge have often hosted multiple distinct critiques and
proposed solutions to the fragmentation of knowledge. These different critiques point to
different proposals for supra-disciplinary science.
While they never used the term “interdisciplinary,” the Vienna Circle of Logical
Positivists was an influential early movement against the fragmentation of science. The
Vienna Circle pursued “unity of science” with much disagreement as to its meaning.
Some thought unity of science meant pure reductionism, linking all scientific laws to
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physics, while other held weaker versions. These weaker framings included the
development of a single, universally applicable “scientific method,” the creation of a
unified language of science to allow clear communication across disciplines, or simply
“the orchestration of the sciences” to allow pluralistic cooperation across sciences and
with the general public (Kallen, 1946; Neurath, 1946).
In the early 20th century, scholars became interested in
“interdisciplinarity,” especially with regards to liberal-arts pedagogy (Klein, 1990). By
the 1970s, interdisciplinarity was still most associated with general and professional
education, but was increasingly used in basic and applied research as well (Berger,
1972). By this time, interdisciplinary activities were being pursued with several
different goals, including: staking out new disciplines, meeting student needs for wellrounded education, professional training and problem-area focused research and
education (ibid).
Later in the 20th century, “transdisciplinarity” came into use to describe
activities with two distinct orientations; towards either concrete problems and actions
and/or the unification of disparate scientific knowledge and activities. Paul and Hadorn
(2008) define it based on real-world problems, as have several others. Many, especially
scholars

from

the

global

south

or

other

marginalized

groups,

approach

transdisciplinarity as real-world problem-solving which embraces reformulations of
problems by disadvantaged groups, influenced by thinkers such as Paolo Freire (1996)
e.g. (Méndez et al., 2017). Scholars who discuss transdiscplinarity as unified inquiry
include Piaget (1972, p. 138) who defined it as “a total system without any firm
boundaries between disciplines”, Miller (1982) who identified it with “overarching
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non-discipline bound thought models,” such as Marxism or general-systems theory and
Berger, who defined it as “Establishing a common system or axioms for a set of
disciplines (1972, p. 24).” One of the first to use the term, Jantsch (1970), incorporated
both of these elements, defining transdisciplinarity as an approach to science which
coordinates all levels of the “education/innovation system” towards socially relevant
goals.

Klein (1990, p. 64) argues that there are 4 primary types of discipline-crossing
interactions- First, “borrowing”, which can involve models, methods or concepts.
“Solving problems” involves concrete issues rather than conceptual unification, such as
using multiple disciples to formulate a city plan or develop a new technology.
“Increasing consistency of subjects or methods,” can involve coordination of research
along a shared border, such as recent interchanges between economics and psychology.
Lastly, “emergence of an interdiscipline” describes a process which created many of
the existing fields of the natural sciences, such as physical chemistry, molecular
biology and radiation ecology, as well as activities spanning the human and natural
sciences, such as “developmental psychobiology.” An inter-discipline often emerges as
a later stage of increasing consistency of subjects and methods. Klein separates these
from “transdisciplinary” frameworks, which aim to coordinate activities across many
different (or all) disciplines under a shared paradigm, after Miller (1982), and including
Jantsch’s vision (1970) as the most ambitious version of this.
Bruun and colleagues (2005, p. 90-91) note that work which crosses disciplines
can be distinguished by the degree to which it is epistemologically oriented, seeking to
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generate knowledge and theory, vs instrumentally oriented, where the goals pursued are
“extra-scientific”, non-academic and practical. Similarly, Robinson (2008) gives this
dichotomy as “discipline-based” versus “issue-driven” versions of interdisciplinarity.
These differences also emerge in different uses of the same words, for example,
between transdisciplinarity as “over-arching thought models”(Miller & Miller, 1982)
versus transdisciplinarity as generating problem-oriented knowledge (Pohl & Hirsch
Hadorn, 2008b).
Here, I classify the motivations, goals or orientations of supra-disciplinary
science as:
1.) To brainstorm, borrow and make new connections.
2.) To create new sub-disciplines
3.) To create consilience and consistency between disciplines.
4.) To use knowledge to support action and real-world problem-solving.
This taxonomy is similar to Klein’s, but number 3 contains a spectrum of
integration, from attempts to make more coherence between two disciplines to
overarching thought-models which cover many or all academic disciplines.

2.3 Ecological Economics and the 4 goals of supra-disciplinary science
Ecological Economists have complicated relationships with the idea of
scientific disciplines. The field is partially a reaction to the problems of disciplinary
science, but participants have also worked to build many of the trappings of a scientific
discipline. These include the mundane and institutional—Ecological Economists
created an academic society, a journal, academic institutes and university programs and
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courses. Additionally, many scholars seek greater definition and coordination in its
object of study, technical language, theories and methods. The interplay between
discipline-building and anti-disciplinary thinking in the field is key to understanding it.
The EE discourse on the practice of science is dominated by three overlapping
and related dualisms: normal/post-normal, methodological monism/pluralism, and
disciplinary vs inter-or-trans-disciplinary. These dualisms mostly map onto one
another, but incompletely. For Kuhn, Normal Science is defined by a well-articulated
“disciplinary matrix”, including clear articulation of methodology. In the realm of basic
research, normal science is disciplinary, methodologically monist science. Likewise,
Funtowicz and Ravetz (1991, 1994), when contrasting “post-normal” science with
“normal,” emphasize the importance of multiple methodological perspectives and while
not using the term “transdisciplinary”, they argue that “Resolving such issues cannot be
accomplished even by calls for ‘multi-disciplinary’ research (1994, p 204)” because
greater coordination is needed.
Different researchers and camps in the Ecological Economics community have
pursued all the above goals at various times. The questions of which goals are most
important and the best ways of achieving them have been contentious, however. The
first two goals, which are limited in their scope, and largely accept the broader structure
of current science, have clearly been areas where Ecological Economics has had some
success. The latter two goals, which represent attempts to remake both the current
structures of knowledge and the use of knowledge in society, have experienced more
conflict and only modest progress.
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Spash (2013) argues there are three distinct camps within Ecological
Economics. To Spash, New Environmental Pragmatists are defined by environmentalist
goals without serious methodological consideration, New Resource Economists by
acceptance of mainstream economic methods and a (tacit) neo-positivist philosophy of
science, and Socio-Ecological Economists by a desire to revolutionize economic
thought on scientific and ethical grounds. This ideal-type classification structures some
arguments in the field, but positions in the field are much more plural. For instance,
Spash and Ryan (2012) showed a large majority of Economists in three European
conferences identified with a hybrid of 2 or more of these camps, and only insignificant
fractions identified purely with the New Resource Economist or Pragmatist camps.

Presenting the field as involving multiple axes of disagreement may provide a
better understanding of how Ecological Economists view themselves and reveal both
unseen

agreement

and

unseen

disagreements.

Below

I

briefly

summarize

supradisciplinary Ecological Economics as a forum for borrowing and brainstorming,
and a nursery for new hybrid disciplines, then delve more deeply into the difficulties of
the more ambitious supra-disciplinary goals of consilience and problem solving. In
each case, I discuss how the camps proposed by Spash partially represent distinct
perspectives on these questions.

2.3.1 Ecological Economics as a Forum for Cross-Disciplinary “borrowing”
The early practice of EE emerged as social and natural scientists tried to learn
from one another. Like other periods in the history of science, ideas from one discipline
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were applied in a different one, providing novel insights, new metaphors, and possible
research directions. This goal was explicit in the founding of the journal (Costanza,
1989), and is still defended. Costanza (2020, p 2) states that Ecological Economics
“represented a commitment among academics and practitioners to learn from each
other, (and) to explore new patterns of thinking”, among other goals. Some economists
searched for ways that the natural sciences could inform their inquiry, while natural
scientists looked to apply their theories, frameworks and methods to economic systems,
and both attempted to understand ecosystem management using economic methods
New concepts included ecosystem services, natural capital, Georgescu-Roegen’s
imprecise yet rhetorically powerful appropriation of the concept of entropy,
explorations of an “energy theory of value,” and analysis of energy and material flows
based in systems ecology. Likewise Ecological Economists have found inspiration in
appropriating evolution and coevolution to understanding economic and ecological
systems (Kallis & Norgaard, 2010; van den Bergh & Gowdy, 2000) , in a long tradition
of creative Economic thinkers (Schumpeter 1934).

2.3.2 Ecological Economics as a nursery for new hybrid disciplines:
Carving out new sub-disciplinary research programs and communities in the
gaps and junctions between academic disciplines has long been identified as a key
aspect of interdisciplinarity (Campbell, 1969), and for a time was considered the
primary or only form of interdisciplinary thinking (Newell & Gagnon, 2013). While
this definition of interdisciplinarity has fallen out of favor, it was very prominent in the
academy during formative years of Ecological Economics.
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Several of the concepts developed in the “brainstorming” of early EE may still
be sometimes identified as part of the field but appear to be Kuhnian “paradigms” or
Lakatosian “Research Programmes,” in themselves. These programs largely involve
“calculations in nature” (Røpke 2005), and measurement or valuation of benefits from
ecosystem services. These works are sometimes published in prominent scientific
journals. These more ‘disciplined’ research programs are often fiercely debated within
Ecological Economics, especially research in ecosystem services and their valuation
(Farley 2012). The ES research program emerged from EE, but many more researchers
identify with it than with EE2, and it is sometimes conflated with the EE as a whole
(Nadeau 2015). Smaller flourishing research programs relating to energy analysis,
ecological-economic indicators and material flows at least partially trace their lineage
to Ecological Economics. These programs can largely be tied to Spash’s concept of a
“New Resource Economics” in EE, though those programs which deal in only biophysical quantities rather than dollars may find a home in any of his categories.

2.3.3 Areas of Deep Contestation in supra-disciplinary EE
In the projects described above, there has been real success in shallow, lessradical conceptions of supra-disciplinary practice. Interdisciplinary efforts resulted in
borrowing, sharing and new fairly narrow research programs, exemplifying how
working across disciplinary lines results in changes within scientific disciplines.
Ecological Economics is much more unsettled with regards to the remaining two
rationales for supra-disciplinary practice; high-level integration of methodology and
2

For instance, the Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services
(IPBES) boasts 2,137 “experts,” substantially more than the number of registered members of the ISEE.
(~1200)
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epistemology and appropriate application of disparate thought models to social
concerns. Recent contributions on the state of the field have completely emphasized
one over the other, while others balance both. For instance, Melgar-Melgar and Hall
(2020) argue for Ecological Economics as the bio-physically grounded scientific
investigation of the economy, while in the same issue Pillath (2020) conceives of
Ecological Economics as an “art” of building scientifically-grounded models alongside
various social actors. While these activities may be complementary with one another,
they are clearly distinct modes of academic work and suggest different choices about
methodology and epistemology.
While various authors have used these terms in ways that contradict one
another, I follow Baumgartner and colleagues (2008) who define interdisciplinarity as
“fully integrated cooperation of the disciplines” (386) and transdisciplinarity as “the
inter-connection of science and society” (387). I further specify this terminology to
“integrative interdisciplinarity” and “action-oriented transdisciplinarity.” Integrative
interdisciplinarity describes projects to unify fragmented domains of knowledge and
increase the internal consistency of science as an endeavor. Action-oriented
transdisciplinarity describes the combination of knowledge which is currently
fragmented and uncertain with socially-determined value-commitments to make
tangible impacts.

2.3.3.1 Integrative Interdisciplinarity
As a project, integrative interdisciplinarity may seek to reduce fragmentation on
some dimensions but create other forms of fragmentation. The successes of integrative
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interdisciplinarity tend to be less grand than those attempted within EE. Most
prominently in recent years, the “cognitive revolution” combining neuroscience,
philosophy, psychology and economics has scrambled disciplinary boundaries and
unified previously disparate research programs. In many other cases, integrative efforts
simply create new axes upon which science is fragmented. Interdisciplinary thoughtmodels described as “Marxist”, “critical” and “neo-positivist” seem to simply replace
one set of barriers with another; while Marxist Economists and sociologists may face
few barriers to collaboration, Marxist and neo-classical economists face many. As
Kallen (1946, p. 494) argued with regards to Unity of Science- without the power to
suppress alternate viewpoints, “the fate of a universal language of science would be the
fate of Esperanto. It would be just another language competing with its alternatives for
survival… adding more differences to those already existing, not diminishing them.”
Inter-disciplinary work on the environment seems to fall into this trap— Political
Ecology and Ecological Economics have evolved into distinct “disciplinary”
communities, whose distinct perspectives need to be linked or synthesized
(Kronenberg, 2013; M’Gonigle, 1999).
Ecological Economics is often articulated as an integrative project, promoting
greater coherence between the social and natural sciences and enforcing the consistency
of Economics with underlying physical laws (Brown & Erickson, 2014; Daly, 1997;
Melgar-Melgar & Hall, 2020). Some scholars have objected to strong versions of this
framing, most foundationally Norgaard (1989), who rejects any single paradigm: “If we
hold to the belief that knowledge is accumulating to one congruent understanding, we
will miss the insights provided by incongruent ways of knowing. (p. 53)“ Others have
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seemed conflicted on this matter. For instance, in their textbook, Costanza et al (1997)
argue both that “Ecological economics is not a single new paradigm based in shared
assumptions and theory” (p 58) but also for “general systems theory” (p 60) as a key,
shared underpinning of EE. But even where EE scholars agree that the field seeks
synthesis and consilience, there are many disagreements as to how this might be best
achieved.
There are multiple competing meta-models for bringing the interacting
disciplines in the social and natural sciences into better coherence with one another. In
Ecological Economics, these include General Systems Theory and Critical Realism,
though many in the community also write admiringly of E.O. Wilson’s conception of
“Consilience” which is linked to his conceptions of Socio-Biology (Brown & Erickson,
2014; Costanza, 1999). While each of these pathways might plausibly achieve a
synthesis of social and natural sciences, these meta-models seem much more difficult to
synthesize with each other. As such, the EE community engages in numerous debates
and discussions of how best to integrate currently fragmented disciplinary knowledge
into a coherent whole. Spash (2013) articulates a conflict between “New Resource
Economists” and “Socio-Ecological Economists” who both seek to coordinate the
social sciences with Ecology and bio-physical modelling, but upon very different
epistemic bases.

2.3.1.1.1 Integration and enforcing coherence and non-contradiction:
Ecological Economists often assert the importance of consistency between the
natural and social sciences. For instance, Spash (2012) argues for a hierarchical, nested
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ontology of molecular, biological and social sciences. Each level within has emergent
properties, so is not reduceable, but also cannot contradict, the outer levels. Among the
most important emergent properties of the social sphere is reflexivity 3, the impacts of
human beliefs on external reality (Soros, 2013) which is a fundamental discontinuity
between the biological and social sciences.
Reflexivity lies at the heart of the problem of understanding whether social
science claims are supported, allowed by or contradicted by the natural sciences. When
evaluating whether a statement about human systems is possible or impossible or
logically required within our understanding of the natural sciences, we need to
determine whether that statement’s truth is dependent on human ideas, beliefs and
constructs. Ecological Economics, operating on the bridge between the natural and
social sciences, usually appears to deal with situations where the extent of reflexivity is
unclear. For Ecological Economics to succeed as an integrative paradigm, it thus must
enforce criteria for determining which extrapolations from the natural sciences might
be invalidated by reflexivity and which would not be. Where reflexivity is ignored,
attempts to enforce the non-contradiction of the physical sciences by social sciences
easily slip from trivial consensus to highly controversial extrapolations.
For instance, Ecological Economists often assert the impossibility of continued
economic growth without unacceptably high materials use. Some have even supported
the “peak oil” thesis that declining oil reserves will force major changes to world
economies imminently (Curtis, 2009; Murphy & Hall, 2011). In essence, these

3

One of the more dramatic examples of this reflexivity is “the Financial Instability Hypothesis” of Minsky
(1992), which argues that the beliefs of regulators and traders about the stability of financial markets are
largely self-negating: the belief that markets are stable can create instability, while the belief that markets
are unstable can create stability.
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Ecological Economists argue that the hybrid social-physical objects “economic growth”
and “usable oil reserves” contain too little social content for their meaning to be
radically altered by human ideas. Optimistic mainstream economists have tended to
disagree. Both Solow and Stiglitz (1997) concede to Daly and Georgescu-Roegen that
quantitative economic growth is unsustainable in the very long-term, due to the laws of
physics but counter that this alone has nothing to add to research on economic growth
on socially-relevant timescales. Likewise, they argue that while individual “resources”
are subject to the laws of physics, the concept of resources seems to be highly
reflexive. Ecological Economists point out that GDP growth has never “decoupled”(Hickel & Kallis, 2020), and thus green growth is an extraordinary claim
requiring extraordinary evidence. This line of argument does not require invoking “the
laws of physics,” which is neither necessary nor sufficient to making arguments about
the short-term feasibility or desirability of growth.
Ecological Economists often find themselves on the opposite side of debates
about consistency versus reductionism. Many associate themselves with the political
left, which has long fought biological reductionism in the social sciences as apologia
for racism, imperialism, sexism and fascism (e.g. Levins & Lewontin, 1985). Critical
realist Socio-Ecological Economists will concede the trivial point that all human
behavior is subject to the laws of biology but treat any specific inferences about
possible or desirable forms of social organization drawn from this with enormous
skepticism (Spash, 2012). Like neo-classical economists responding to biophysical
criticisms, they demand that extrapolations from the natural sciences to the social world
be critiqued and justified in the terms of social science.
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In Spash’s typology, the quest for a more unified integration of the natural and
social sciences is largely associated with the realist Socio-Ecological Economists.
However, E.O. Wilson’s Consilience (1999), favorably cited by some in EE (Brown &
Erickson, 2014; Costanza, 1999), argues that integrating the social and natural sciences
should draw heavily on mainstream economics. Wilson argues that mainstream
economics is the social science “best poised to bridge the gap to the natural sciences”
(p. 212) due to its reliance on mathematical models, while pointing to weaknesses that
could be solved by behavioral economics and linkages with ecological sciences This
points to the possibility of integrative New Resource Economics. The pragmatist
position is either agnostic on the unification of knowledge, believes it to be unlikely, or
to be a distraction.

2.3.3.2 Problem and action-oriented transdisciplinarity
Ecological Economics is concerned with a set of environmental and social
problems, and Ecological Economists want to help with tangible progress on these
issues. These problems have social, biological and physical dimensions, which
necessitates approaches traditionally associated with many different scientific
disciplines. Costanza (1991) argues transdisciplinarity means that Ecological
Economics is “a pluralistic way of looking at problems” that is relatively unconcerned
with “the particular intellectual tools… used to solve them and arbitrary intellectual turf
boundaries.” (p. 353) Relatedly, several of the reasons that Noorgard (1989) gives for
pluralism relate to this goal, he argues that it “prevents brash action,” “can help sustain
biological and cultural diversity” and “promotes participation.”
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Problem and action oriented transdisciplinarity leads to a different set of
challenges than integrative interdisciplinarity. First, the key normative goals of
Ecological Economics- “Sustainability” and “Justice” are subject to multiple,
competing interpretations. Second, action-oriented researchers must, explicitly or
implicitly, choose some actors as legitimate stakeholders or representatives if they wish
to produce knowledge that is useful and actionable to stakeholders or decision-makers.
Additionally, the EE community disagrees over whether, and to what extent, science
can provide definitive solutions to environmental policy problems. Problem-oriented
transdisciplinarity thus constitutes a different axis of disagreement; all may desire
engaged science, but this makes debates about with, for whom, and to what end science
should be engaged all the more important.
Ecological Economists have adopted a range of approaches in selecting
stakeholders to work with and support decisions for. Some have been very willing to
work alongside government and business to create decision-support tools (Kubiszewski
et al., 2013; Turner et al., 2010) while others have more closely aligned with radical
social movements (Martinez-Alier et al., 2011). When researchers attempt to conduct
research relevant to policy, they implicitly affirm the legitimacy of the policymakers
they engage with. This makes choices to engage with policymakers potentially fraught.
When researchers work with policymakers, they are collaborating with public
power that may be less than legitimate. Working towards decision-support for business
and government runs the risk of uncritically accepting the problem-formulations of
already-powerful actors, and thus reducing the potential for EE to promote justice and
sustainability. All governments that Ecological Economists work with face some
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challenges to their legitimacy. For instance, Ecological Economics ideas are becoming
increasingly influential in China, integrated into wide-ranging sustainability policy
from a centralized state with no opposition party.

Ecosystem services research in

regions where ethnic minorities are systematically excluded from decision-making
seems obviously incompatible with values pluralism, or human rights generally.
Ecosystem Services research can encounter similar problems in titular democracies,
where the values of vulnerable groups may be ignored or underweighted for many
reasons, including the perverse over-weighting of affluent peoples’ values (Matulis,
2014; Spash, 2008). Other Ecological Economists align their work with local
environmental justice movements and view centralized attempts at “sustainability” with
enormous skepticism (Temper et al., 2018). Such skepticism decreases the potential of
scholarship having large direct societal impacts, for better and worse.
Lastly, Ecological Economists have long disputed the extent to which science
can provide answers to policy quandaries. Many ecological economists have argued
that science cannot drive policy, researchers argue for bringing science to policy and
action through “weak comparability of values” (Martinez-Alier et al., 1998), “values
pluralism” (Gowdy & Erickson, 2005) and deliberative democracy (Wironen et al.,
2019). At the same time, the field has also promoted aggregate wellbeing/sustainability indicators such as GPI (Fox & Erickson, 2018) and ecological
footprint (Wackernagel & Rees, 1998) which conceal highly political valuejudgements, and arguments that “nature” imposes “limits” on economic activity
(Georgescu-Roegen, 1971; Goodland, 1992). Like many in the environmental
movement, our community often is drawn to “the use of science to ‘compel’ decision
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by the sheer strength of ‘facts’” and to seek policy relevance through producing tidy
numbers (Saltelli & Giampietro, 2016). Many other ecological economists wholeheartedly reject this (ibid.) Likewise, some ecological economists have turned against
the notion of ecological limits, instead emphasizing social values and democratic
choice (Kallis, 2019). With human activities increasingly perturbing the earth system,
assessments of hard-to-measure risks are hard to disentangle from value-judgements
about the right level of collective risk-tolerance. (e.g. Steffen et al., 2015).
The disparate approaches to action-from-science in EE are exemplified in recent
contributions to this journal. For instance, Rees (2020) argues that the “global
community should… conceive and implement a global fertility strategy to reduce the
human population to the two billion people” that he believes the planet can sustain,
implying a radical centralization of global political institutions. On the other end of the
spectrum, some seem to abandon policy solutions altogether while preparing for socioenvironmental collapse (Hagens, 2020)4. Intermediately, contributions examining or
promoting incremental and technical policy changes are too numerous to count.
Degrowth scholars, on the other hand, often seem to reject policy formulation as a goal
of research altogether, deferring to social movements and deliberative democracy
(Hanaček et al., 2020).
In Spash’s typology, members of all three groups have positions on issues of
science-policy integration. New Resource Economics seems to take the existing policyadvice process for granted and as essentially acceptable. Socio-Ecological Economists,
if broadly defined, have various viewpoints on how to articulate value-laden political

4

With regards to policy prescriptions, Hagens writes “we can increasingly be confident of what won’t
happen” (p. 163) with regards to policy changes that could stave off collapse.
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conflicts and especially how to raise up the voices of groups not currently represented
in the policy process. Pragmatists appear to often take current policy-making processes
for granted to achieve sustainability goals (e.g. valuation to fit into cost-benefit
analysis), and also may assume universally shared values and adopt unifying rhetoric of
win-win solutions- as when Costanza (2020) argues that Ecological Economics can
help to achieve “the Future We All Want.”

Table 1: Key Issues in Interdisciplinarity and Transdisciplinarity in Ecological Economics.

Integrative Interdisciplinarity:
Key Questions:

-How are the domains of natural
and social sciences delineated on a
human-dominated planet? Can they
be?
-What does it mean for social
sciences to be “consistent with”
natural sciences? What does it
mean for them to be “overly
reductionist” to the natural
sciences?
-What makes social sciences
“scientific”?

Major Tension:

-Risk of simplification/dogmatism
vs lack of coherence.

Action-Oriented
Transdisciplinarity
-Whose formulations of
problems and solutions are
privileged?
-If “some models are useful”
then to whom are our models
useful?
-What does genuine,
participatory democracy look
like for problems with
complex scientific causality
and impacts? (e.g. climate
change, environmental
toxicity).
-The risk of engaged science
becoming top-down and
“technocratic” vs a science
which stays “above” politics
and rejects its transformative
potential.

2.3.3 Different Pluralisms for Different Purposes
Table 1 summarizes some major points of conflict in these two endeavors.
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Ecological Economics has had successful pluralism in its role as a meeting point
between ecology and economics and has helped to spawn more narrowly-focused
research communities of around “hybrid sub-disciplines.” On the other hand, there has
been little resolution with regards to whether Ecological Economics can become single
a coherent scientific framework and if so how, and how science should interface with
public decision-making and society more broadly. Ecological Economics has succeeded
in the easy tasks of supra-disciplinary science but is divided on the harder ones.

2.4 Different Supra-Disciplinary Goals Imply Different Critiques of Economics
Within

EE,

both

integrative

interdisciplinarity

and

action-oriented

transdisciplinarity exist on a spectrum from those that imply fairly mild critiques of
status-quo science and policy, to those that direct deeper and more fundamental
critiques. Critical Realist socio-ecological economics strives for an over-arching
thought-model capable of “disciplining” economic practice away from mathematical
formalism and econometrics. Post-Normal science, on the other hand, focuses
considerable attention on the social organization of science and the ways that scientific
knowledge is used or misused to define and solve social problems.

These two

perspectives give distinct critiques of mainstream economics. Conversely, Post-Normal
science advocates claim that when studying sustainability challenges “invoking ‘truth’
as the goal of science is a distraction, or even a diversion from real tasks” (Funtowicz
& Ravetz, 2018, p. 2), clearly at odds with “realist” critiques of mainstream economics.
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Critical Realist critiques of mainstream economics argue that current economic
science produces illegitimate theory and expertise in the economic domain, but that by
adopting a better ontology of social systems, economics can produce truer theory and
better experts (Lawson, 2013; Spash, 2012). Such a critique is “interdisciplinary” in the
sense that it calls for incorporating insights from across existing academic disciplines
but like many integrative interdisciplinary efforts, it seeks to “discipline” scientific
practice with internally governed standards of scientific quality. The thrust of this effort
points towards critical realist economics eventually developing most of the functions of
an academic discipline.
The post-normal critique of mainstream economics takes a very different form.
The failures of economic policy advice cannot be blamed merely on bad theory or
incorrect ontologies. Rather, the problem can be rooted in the interaction between
science and society. Issues include expectations that scientific expertise can provide
definitive answers to pressing social problems (Saltelli & Giampietro, 2016), the
cooptation of scientific theories by social actors (Fischer, 2000; J. Ravetz, 1994; J. R.
Ravetz, 1973) and the internal social dynamics of science (Benessia et al., 2016). Such
a critique moves to an approach to science-for-action that is transdisciplinary in its
innate pluralism. The need to incorporate knowledge rooted in multiple methodologies
and standpoints is permanent, rather than a passing phase before a new synthesis.
A post-normal philosophy of science focuses little on problems of
“demarcation” (Cohen & Laudan, 1983) and ontology, and much more on the ethics
and governance of science (Benessia et al., 2016). The key aspects of post-normal
methodology- participation, humility and transparency, emerge not just from the nature
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of the objects being studied, but the social structures that create and use knowledge.
The “crisis of science” can be seen far beyond areas where flawed social ontologies
could be to blame, including in medicine and toxicology (Ioannidis, 2005). Declining
public trust in science comes from industry capture, perverse incentives to “publish or
perish” and from policy-makers who demand “hard evidence” to justify decisions even
when science cannot possibly provide it. Quantitative modelling has severe limitations
in guiding decision-making, even in domains where these models are clearly an
appropriate theoretical tool, such as costal erosion (Pilkey & Pilkey-Jarvis, 2009).
Inherent uncertainty gives little firm guidance in choosing scientific methods, but its
implications for how science is interpreted, synthesized, used and governed are much
stronger.
The place of so-called “neo-classical” economics in post-normal science is thus
unclear. While “the social cost of carbon” may be ridiculed as an absurdity (S. O.
Funtowicz & Ravetz, 1994), and cost-benefit analyses are rejected, there are numerous
aspects that may be appropriate. For instance, the basic formal models of economics
may be valid as “qualitative models” (Pilkey-Jarvis & Pilkey, 2008), weak heuristics
for capturing important dimensions of socio-economic phenomena (Colander, 2016), or
means of identifying likely unintended consequences of policy (Popper, 2014). This
limited use of neo-classical theory as one component of EE is epitomized by Daly and
Farley (2014), among others. Likewise, using econometric methods to estimate harms
from pollution (Bishop et al., 2018; Heissel et al., 2019; Kahn & Li, 2019) and benefits
of environmental conservation (Golden et al., 2011; Herrera et al., 2017) appears to be
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very useful, and decidedly within the economics mainstream, though methodologically
fraught.
There is a long tradition in the field of economics of scholars skeptical that even
the most rigorous economic science can be directly translated into robust policy
recommendations. For instance, both the elder and younger Keynes described making
policy recommendations on the basis of economic science as a form of “art” (J. M.
Keynes, 1938; J. N. Keynes, 1890). Hayek more forcefully argued that expertise in
economic science may not translate to policy expertise (1974) and Colander states flatly
that “Economic Theory has Nothing to Say about Policy” (2015). Indeed, one of the
primary goals of early neo-classical economics was to prove that policy
recommendations cannot flow seamlessly from economic science (Porter, 1996).
While the various goals discussed here are all at times referred to as
“interdisciplinarity”, there is no a priori reason to believe that the best intellectual
environment for each of these might be the same. Indeed, enormous tensions exist
between these prominent conceptions of interdisciplinarity. Jantsch’s (1970) seminal
definition of transdisciplinarity emphasized top-down control of the activities of
“lower-level” disciplines (e.g. physical sciences, behavioral sciences) by “higher-level”
ones (economics, ethics) while much interdisciplinary thinking in Ecological
Economics argues for reconsidering the foundations of higher-level disciplines through
bottom-up reform (Brown & Erickson, 2014; Georgescu-Roegen, 1971; Melgar-Melgar
& Hall, 2020). The academic knowledge system is a complex one, and complex
systems are characterized by both top-down and bottom-up controls, but arguments for
either will largely be incommensurable. Spash (2012) has been far more detailed than
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other Ecological Economists in articulating both top-down (ethical, ontological and
epistemological)

and

bottom-up

(bio-physical)

principles

for

guiding

an

interdisciplinary Ecological Economics.
When Ecological Economists argue for a “paradigm shift” in economic thinking
(Gowdy & Erickson, 2005; Spash, 2012), they are arguing that economists should trade
one set of intellectual blinders for another; this is inherent in the meaning(s) given to
the word by Kuhn (1970). The intellectual environment for a new paradigm in
economics requires a narrowing and disciplining of thought and methods; “eclectic
pluralism… is the antithesis of creating knowledge (Spash, 2020).” Such a paradigm
shift would involve greater consensus on objects of study, methods, theory and
terminology; it would give Ecological Economics most of the trappings of a scientific
discipline.
Reforming

or

revolutionizing

economic

science,

however,

will

not

deterministically result in better policy or decision-making. Intellectual models of the
world, no matter how good, are complements to, not substitutes for, judgement,
deliberation and well-designed institutions in decision-making. Further, the degree of
narrowing and consistency required to develop a robust, well-criticized body of
knowledge will always be more than is healthy for policy-making; in the words of
Saltelli and Giampietro, “There is nothing wrong in using blinders in the quest for
theoretical progress. The issue is when the same tool is used to prescribe policy,
expediently neglecting the blinding stage.” (Saltelli & Giampietro, 2016, p. 13)
The quests for a better economic science, more in harmony with ecology and
the other social sciences, and for better means to connect science and society are both
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interconnected and incommensurable. The name “Ecological Economics” has become
overloaded with meanings, as it describes multiple perspectives on each of these
questions. This contributes to the weakness of the identity and reputational authority of
Ecological Economics (Røpke, 2004, 2005). In the first issue of this journal, Proops
(1989, p. 60 ) stated that “Ecological economics studies how ecosystems and economic
activity interrelate “ a definition that “runs the risk of being so general that it includes
almost all scientific and social scientific disciplines (ibid).” Given the breadth of the
definition, it is unsurprising that most scholars who do work related to EE do not
identify with the field.
2.5 Conclusion: The Next 30 Years
Ecological Economics exemplifies the ambiguity in supra-disciplinary academic
endeavors. It is conceived of as a forum for novel ideas, a nursery for new research
programs, and a movement to improve economic science and/or social decision-making,
either by reform or revolution. This profusion of meanings seems to over-burden a single
name and an international society of just over one thousand members. Lacking
consensus, the field and journal has defaulted to a place of brainstorming and debate, as
evidenced by numerous contributions disputing methodology and ideology This process
has been highly generative, as numerous ideas have emerged to much broader relevance,
but the successes of these ideas have not brought greater institutional power to the
Ecological Economics community. A spirit of pluralism demands that we acknowledge
the value that all these endeavors may have, but trying to do everything at once, within
one tent, is unlikely to build institutional power for our research community.
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Given that Ecological Economics remains a community of pluralistic debate, we
would do well to focus debate on issues of inter-disciplinary integration, and the
interface of science and society. The community appears to hold a wide range of views
on these subjects (Dube, 2020), and these disagreements are often overlooked or
conflated with one another. Ecological Economics remains united by shared belief that
a healthy biosphere is essential to human well-being and that current scientific and
policy approaches must be reformed, but by little else.

2.5.1 The Next 30 Years:
The success of Ecological Economics over the next 30 years should be judged
based on the impacts made by its ideas on the pressing challenges of the mid-21st
century. Pluralism in facing these challenges is essential; these problems are
unprecedented in their scope, and no one knows which approaches will ultimately be
successful.
Ecological Economists can respect differences in intellectual theories and
theories of change. At the same time, we should also organize spaces with like-minded
scholars to ensure that academic research and education can be undertaken without
constant re-litigation of basic assumptions. Multiple “schools” of Ecological
Economics are already emerging. This development can be positive; it will allow
researchers to more deeply explore their chosen frameworks within their limitations.
The umbrella of Ecological Economics can continue to allow for robust criticism and
exchange between these efforts.
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Some ideas which may prove fruitful in making transformational impacts
include:
Train Ecological Economists to Replace Mainstream Economists in
Bureaucracies:
Governments, NGOs and multi-lateral organizations hire an enormous number
of economists, often not due to their understanding of economic theories, but simply
their skills in working with quantitative data. PhD programs which teach both an
Ecological Economic pre-analytic vision and theories, but also quantitative social
science methods could produce Ecological Economists who could “replace”
mainstream economists in these organizations. This could allow an EE perspective into
these organizations in a progressive manner.

Focus on Policy Development:
Ecological Economics practitioners and perspectives will gain influence in
government to the extent that they can provide solid, actionable policy advice. Working
with municipal and regional governments to implement achievable policy changes can
build the reputations of scholars and the field as a whole and build capacity to make
more transformative changes.

Work to Revolutionize Economics Education- From the Inside or the
Outside:
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Introductory undergraduate economics courses are the only formal education in
economics for millions of people. Introductory Economics courses are often far more
dogmatic than the actual state of scholarship within the field (Colander, 2016).
Ecological Economists should continue to work on reformist curricula which examine
mainstream economic concepts within a broader ecological and social framework (e.g.
Commn & Stagl (2005), Daly and Farley (2011)). Other Ecological Economists should
continue to work towards more transformative pedagogies (Røpke, I., 2020, Vargas
Rocncio, et. al. 2019).

Keep Open Communication Between Radicals and Reformers:
Scholars working to bring Ecological Economics into policy-making will
inevitably make compromises in their work. To do this work responsibly scholars must
invite incisive critiques of their efforts from other scholars using different frameworks
and from the public at large. While the opposing factions within EE may make the field
look like a mess to some, there are substantial strengths to maintaining lines of
communication between those working within current systems and those working
outside of them.

Cultivate Relationships with Social Movements:
Building relationships with movements for social and environmental justice
allows EE scholars and institutes to take in fresh ideas and see their advice critiqued
and implemented. Over the long term, these relationships can allow scholars to give
trusted advice.
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Ecological Economics seeks to understand and alter complex socio-ecological
systems. Like these systems themselves, the process of building knowledge about them
is filled with novelties. Maintaining a diversity of thought models and interconnections
between these models makes our community more resilient and more adaptive, if also
less efficient. The strength in this diversity is also an argument for greater articulation
of different communities and sub-approaches within the field; it is only by articulating
these differences that meaningful dialogue, criticism and cross-pollination can occur
across them. Ecological Economists should both embrace the usefulness of pluralism
while being cognizant of the different goals it is being put to.
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CHAPTER 3: Setting the Boundaries of Alternative Agricultures: Defining
Organic Agriculture Across Social, Agronomic and Scientific Dimensions

Abstract
Alternative ecological farming strategies are characterized by diversity and
adaptation to local circumstance. These characteristics make it tricky to define and
police the boundaries of these strategies. All efforts to change agriculture and food
systems operate on multiple dimensions — political economy, agronomic practices and
science and evaluation. These dimensions are interconnected, and each dimension’s
importance for delineating the boundaries of alternative farming strategies varies across
movements and time. Here we outline a framework for understanding these multiple
dimensions of food systems movements, argue for its importance in understanding
ecologically based alternatives and apply it to the history of the organic farming
concept. While initially defined as a different way of looking at farming systems,
organic farming has increasingly become identified with a set of farming practices,
largely defined by the set of techniques that are prohibited. This innovation has made
organic farming legible to bureaucracies and facilitated its promotion through
differentiated markets and public subsidies, while also eroding democratic and popular
control of the concept. Many other alternative agriculture concepts have not coalesced
around an algorithmic process for dividing farms who fit within that concept and those
which do not. This stymies efforts to directly promote these modalities through
bureaucracies but protects the aspects of these strategies built around democracy,
participation, and traditional and tacit knowledge. Alternative agriculture movements
face a tension between the usefulness and simplicity of rigorous and replicable
categories, and their politics of ecology and participation.
3.1. Introduction
Is Climate-Smart Agriculture? This question may not be grammatical, but its
answer is important to human and ecological well-being, as are the answers to many
similar questions. Agroecologists M. Jahi Chapelle and Juliette Majot argue that
“Climate Smart Agriculture Isn’t. Agroecology is.” (Chappell, & Majot, 2018)
In this odd turn of phrase, they make a subtle and crucial point about
agricultural definitions and boundary-drawing: approaches to agriculture are often
simultaneously defined as sets ecological and social goals, and also social and
agronomic tools for meeting those goals. Climate Smart Agriculture is used to label a
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governance framework, a set of farming systems, and a set of desired ecological and
social outcomes. This makes it not only sensible, but crucial to ask: Does ClimateSmart Governance produce Climate-Smart Outcomes? Is Climate Smart Agriculture (in
practice) Climate-Smart (evaluatively)?
Similar questions abound. Is sustainable agriculture sustainable? Is sustainable
intensification? Does regenerative agriculture regenerate? Or, in the theme of this
paper- “Is organic agriculture holistic”- in the parlance of the early 20th century, is it
“organic”?
Wezel and colleagues (2009) argued that agroecology has multiple meanings; in
different parts of the world it refers to either a movement, a science or a practice, or
some combination. Rivera-Ferre (2018) disagreed, describing agroecology as unified,
but echoed that every manifestation of agroecology has dimensions of “management,”
“practice(s)” and “assessment.” Here, we build from these frameworks to assess
alternative agricultural movements generally, arguing that any effort in food systems
reform/revolution may emphasize three major dimensions: the social, the agronomic
and the scientific. In other words, advocates may present their concepts as a distinct
way of organizing food-systems actors, a distinct way of farming and/or a distinct way
of understanding and evaluating food and farming systems. The emphasis on these
dimensions may vary across time and space, but all will be present, even if only
implicitly.
In this paper, we first demonstrate that boundary-confusion is a ubiquitous and
crucial issue for making food systems more sustainable and equitable. Next, we
describe a framework for thinking about these boundary confusion issues. Then, we
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apply this framework to the history of organic agriculture in the US and the UK,
demonstrating how boundaries shifted, not just in their content, but in their dimensions.
We argue that organic farming has evolved from being primarily a scientific and
philosophical perspective, to a political and economic critique, to a well-specified set of
production systems. Finally, we draw lessons from this history for efforts to promote
other concepts.
3.1.1 Why worry about definitions?
Agriculture stands at the nexus of enormous environmental and social
challenges. Food systems are a key driver threatening the stability of the earth’s
ecological functioning, through biodiversity loss, deforestation, greenhouse gas
emissions, and eutrophication (Campbell et al., 2017b). At the same time, over 1 billion
people are food insecure, and diet-related diseases are a major source of morbidity. In
light of these challenges, there is broad consensus that societies must change how food
is produced, distributed and consumed (De Schutter, 2010; De Schutter & Vanloqueren,
2011; Foley et al., 2011; Godfray et al., 2010; Steffen et al., 2015b; Tscharntke et al.,
2012).
Politicians, activists, and businesses offer a wide variety of programs to alter
food systems to meet these challenges. These differ in both the dimensions of the food
system targeted, and in what direction to change them. One major axis of debate is over
minimizing the land footprint of agriculture (“sparing”), versus increasing ecological
health on agricultural lands (“sharing”) (J. Fischer et al., 2014). Another is political
economy; either food and land markets are insufficiently liberalized (Anderson et al.,
2005; Tokarick, 2008), or food systems dominated by markets, corporations and the
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profit motive are always unjust and unsustainable (Magdoff, 2015). Others argue for
the crucial role of modern productivist technologies such as agrochemicals, transgenic
organisms, and mechanization. Some argue that these are dramatically overused
(McIntyre, 2009); others argue they are underused (Avery, 1995; Paarlberg, 2009).
Distinguishing between approaches is important for making progress: clear
categories of farming and food systems are foundational to individual and collective
action to shape food systems. Conscientious consumption requires categorization to
create useable heuristics for food consumers. Activists urging institutions to shift
spending must carefully choose definitions and metrics. Research, extension, and
outreach activities require clear metrics and definitions to design and evaluate
programs. Researchers comparing different modalities need clear definitions to study
the right systems and to aggregate evidence in meta-analyses. Policymakers and
citizens need well-bounded conceptions so they can weigh different agricultural
futures.
Not only is boundary-drawing an important problem, but it is a subtle one as
well. Some efforts to improve agri-food systems are built upon explicit, well-bounded
categories of food production systems and food products. These efforts implicitly strive
for a “sorting algorithm” -- a putatively objective, rule-based procedure for
distinguishing foods, farming systems and food systems which meet the definition from
those which do not. Systems that fit the definition are eligible for subsidies, alternative
marketing, or other rewards. But terminology for farming systems is rapidly growing,
constantly changing, and riven with conflict. Further, many proposed alternative
agriculture movements reject this strategy. Boundary ambiguity may have impeded the
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promotion and adoption of otherwise promising strategies, especially those based on
ecology and biodiversity. This makes understanding boundary-drawing critical.
Actors proposing reforms to food systems or alternatives to dominant
agricultural systems describe these changes with an ever-growing array of terminology.
New terms are used to distinguish products and techniques, for marketing, agronomic
extension, subsidies, regulations, scientific research programs and/or for organizing
social movements. While some terms have become clearly associated with one
particular vision for future food-systems, many terms are adopted by opposing groups
to mean different things. The term “sustainable agriculture” stands out in this regard.
As in other domains, “sustainable” has been adopted by corporations and
revolutionaries alike (Cronin, 2015), describing approaches ranging from low-input
peasant agroecology to biotechnology-driven intensification. Sometimes sustainable
simply seems to mean “good farming” (Thompson, 2007).
Even before the recent proliferation of terminologies, the boundaries of
alternative agriculture strategies have often been unclear, especially for ecological or
biodiversity-based approaches. These approaches are often grounded in nuance, context
and thoughtful integration of multiple components. That these approaches require
attention to subtle details (“a high ratio of eyes to acres” in words of Jackson & Berry
(2009)) and are used “without a recipe” (Lyon et al., 2011) undermines outsiders’
ability to easily understand whether a specific ecological agriculture strategy is being
used on a specific farm. The same processes that support resilience, sustainability and
ecological efficiency also can make a farming system less intelligible to outside
scientists and bureaucrats (Scott, 1998; Vandermeer & Perfecto, 2017). A farming
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strategy based on context, relationship and nuance can only be defined in a way that
appears vague from the outside.
Farmers, policymakers, extensionists and scientists worldwide are often
confused and misdirected by this lack of clarity. For example, farmers and extensionists
often confuse silvopasture, a widely acknowledged best-management practice, with
unmanaged forest grazing, which can produce extensive degradation (Arbuckle, 2009;
Orefice et al., 2017; Orefice & Carroll, 2017)5. Researchers studying the System of
Rice Intensification (SRI) dispute whether it is a recipe whose results replicate poorly
(Sheehy et al., 2005), or a set of principles applied by smallholders in different ways
across different contexts (Glover, 2011). Similar problems are seen in mainstream
ecological approaches to more efficient farming — organizations promoting Integrated
Pest Management (Bottrell & Schoenly, 2018) and Conservation Agriculture (Giller et
al., 2009) have difficulties defining boundaries for these ideas, and thus promoting
them, and measuring adoption. Terminology for adaptive rotational grazing systems is
especially messy, slowing farmer adoption and muddying scientific assessments (Allen
et al., 2011; Briske et al., 2014; Gerrish & Ohlenbusch, 1998; Gosnell et al., 2020;
Hodgson, 1979).
Boundary-drawing is thus an important and subtle problem for any alternative
food movement, and especially if the strategies they promote rely heavily on
biodiversity. Without a definition legible to outsiders an approach will struggle to
attract institutional support. Advocates will face difficulty measuring the success of
5

The USDA National Agroforestry Center defines silvopasture as “the deliberate integration of trees and
grazing livestock operations on the same land. These systems are intensively managed for both forest
products and forage” (National Agroforestry Center, n.d.). In other words, the distinction between
silvopasture and other forest grazing is that silvopasture is managed deliberately and with intention. This
distinction is important, but also exemplary of the kinds of ambiguity dealt with in this paper.
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promotion, and may encourage researchers to study the wrong things, or farmers to use
practices that are counterproductive. However, the complex ecological nature of
biodiversity-based strategies makes drawing clear boundaries difficult.

3.1.1 Principles and Delineation in Agriculture
Alternative agriculture approaches can be framed as principles-based.
Approaches articulated in terms of principles include Organic Agriculture (Luttikholt,
2007), Agroecology (Wezel et al., 2020), Integrated Pest Management (Barzman et al.,
2015), the System of Rice Intensification (Glover, 2011) and Conservation Agriculture
(Hobbs et al., 2008). Principles provide heuristics for decision-makers to evaluate
decisions and courses of action, allowing individuals to link management decisions to a
vision of agriculture’s proper relationship to society and the environment.
While principles are useful for assessing the condition of a farm or food system,
a good set of ecological farming principles will be too general for algorithmic sorting of
farms into those that are and are not examples of a system. The flexibility of principles
across circumstances means that good-faith actors may disagree whether those
principles are manifested in a particular instance. One source of disagreement can be
the comparative nature of principles. As shown in Table 2, principles in agroecology
often reference comparisons with other farming systems or with previous states of the
same farming system6; implementation requires choosing a point of reference for
making comparisons. Alternately, other principles utilize the language of optimization,
which lacks a clear definition across contexts. These difficulties are compounded by
6

For instance 3 of 5 principles of agroecology given by Altieri (2015) and 5 of 6 listed by Migliorini and
Wezel (Migliorini & Wezel, 2017) use some form of the word “enhance.” (Table cites: (Barrios et al., 2020;
Delvaux, 2018; Silici, 2014)
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potential tradeoffs between principles. For example, herbicide and fertilizer can be
useful for increasing groundcover and reducing soil loss, but minimizing their use is
also a principle. Furthermore, principles have implications across all levels of food
systems- the successful application of principles in one dimension of the system may
face tradeoffs in other dimensions.

Table 2: Principles of Agroecology Based in Optimization or Comparison.
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Building off the frameworks of Wezel et al (2009) and Rivera Ferre (2018) we
argue that the boundary work of defining alternative agriculture is conducted across 3
dimensions: social organization, agronomic practices and science and evaluation. Most
alternative agriculture approaches define themselves based on criteria drawn on all
three of these dimensions. As we demonstrate in the case of organic agriculture, the
relative emphasis on these can shift over time, and in practice, one dimension is often
dominant.
Science: Ways of thinking about and Evaluating Farming Systems
Moving from principles to evaluation and science of agricultural alternatives is
conceptually simple. A set of agricultural principles points towards a vision of how
systems ought to function. Practitioners propose new aspects of agricultural systems to
measure and study. These can form the basis for new research agendas in agronomic
science. Once these aspects can be measured, these measurements could be used define
the boundaries of the strategy. In other words, people working to improve agricultural
systems can set goals for agricultural systems, then use science and measurement to
evaluate farms against those goals and apply a specific term only to farms that perform
acceptably well.
Measurement of farm systems performance against benchmarks drawn from
research provides an intuitive basis for a sorting algorithm to define an alternative
agriculture paradigm. Terms such as “sustainable”, “regenerative” and “climate-smart”
agriculture evoke this evaluative and scientific framing. When someone labels a farm
“sustainable” or “regenerative,” they appear to make empirical claims or predictions
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about performance on some environmental criteria. Despite this appearance, these
concepts are usually non-evaluative, or used to describe general performance of
practices, rather than performance of specific farms. For example, an evaluator may
label a farm “sustainable” because it uses no-till practices, which often improve soilhealth, regardless of whether the intended soil-health outcomes were achieved on the
farm. The paucity of performance-based boundary-drawing is due to difficulty inherent
in measuring ecological performance on individual farms (Duru et al., 2015), a problem
found across sustainable land-management programs (Leimona et al., 2015).
Framing an alternative as a research program, or unique perspective on
agricultural systems does not lend itself to a sorting algorithm. At the same time, it can
unify disparate groups around a vision of what elements are important in a farming
system and provide inspiration for experimentation and progress towards farming
systems supporting that vision.
Socio-Political: Ways of Organizing People in the Food System
An alternative can also be defined by the politics and social processes that form
the social context of agriculture. Algorithmic sorting on farm characteristics conflicts
with values of participation and democracy central to many radical food movements.
For instance, agroecological movements often adopt “constructivist” views of farming
systems and knowledge transmission - that there are multiple valid “knowledges” of
farming systems which must be brought into “dialogue” with one another (Mier y
Terán Giménez Cacho et al., 2018). This perspective is hard to square with building
objective, external definitions of farming systems. Some movements have created rulebased boundaries drawn using social dimensions, however.
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Many frameworks focus on larger-scale social processes, as in the case of
global peasant movements fighting for land reform and food and seed sovereignty.
Most prominently, agroecology has come to represent, in the words of Miguel Altieri
“the technological flag of the resistance movement (Kawell, 2007)” through an agenda
of “food sovereignty.” Food sovereignty, the right of peoples “to define their own food
and agriculture systems” (La Via Campesina, 2007), centers the social and political
processes of decision-making, rather than details of farm practices or ecology. Food
sovereignty operates at the “constitutional” level of discourse (Ostrom, 2011), focusing
on “who decides?” and “how?” rather than “what practices?”. Political agroecology
thus does not rely on an external, “objective” definition of agroecological practices or
performance, but rather defines agroecology by the forms of collective decision-making
made in food and agriculture. This perspective is obviously hostile to a bureaucratic,
algorithmic view of what farms do or do not belong within a category of farming
systems- this is a question to be made collectively.
There are numerous examples, however, of firmer boundary-rules for sorting
farms in or out based on social criteria. “Holistic Management” (Savory & Butterfield,
1999) and Permaculture (Mollison & others, 1988), are both primarily defined by
individual and collective process of system design, farmer learning and decisionmaking. Educational processes can play an important role in delineation- the central
organizations in both these movements are educational non-profits who attempt to
govern the use of these words by accrediting teachers, curricula, and consultants7.

7

Permaculture organizations often claim that the word “Permaculture” is proprietary, only graduates of
an accredited course of study can use it to describe their teaching, design or farming business (Harano,
n.d.; Pacific Coast Permaculture, 2000; The Northern School of Permaculture, n.d.). This appears false, it
has never been an approved trademark within the US (United States Patent and Trademark Office, n.d.).
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Other socially-based categories, such as “Family Farm,” “Fair Trade” or “Local Food”
may be defined in a rule-based way by governments or non-profits, for differentiated
marketing or determining eligibility for programs.

Practices: Ways of Farming
Agricultural alternatives are often defined by the practices which are used in
them. Some modalities defined by practices are narrow in scope. For instance,
agroforestry systems take many different forms, but a single practice- integration of
trees with other agricultural elements – defines the category “agroforestry”. Other
approaches are defined largely by excluding practices. This is prominent in food
labelling, both narrowly, such as “cage-free eggs” or “non-GMO” foods or broadly, as
in certified organic agriculture. Their use in food-labeling schemes suggests that
exclusions of practices can be very well-suited to sorting algorithms.
Some practice-based delineations are attached to suites of practices that farmers
choose from. Agroecology (Wezel et al., 2014), regenerative agriculture (Lal, 2020)
and sustainable agriculture (O’connell, 1992) are sometimes characterized as suits of
practices which farmers draw from to meet their agricultural and environmental
context. Defining an approach this way creates only weak boundaries- it is rare to find a
farm that does not use any ecologically-based strategies; crop rotation, no-till and
cover-cropping are commonly found on largescale “industrial” farms. Some
certification schemes, including Fair Trade and Rainforest Alliance, utilize scorecards,
wherein farms must a earn certain threshold number of points from optional practices to
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pass, thus operationalizing their vision of “more sustainable agriculture” through a suite
of practices.

Marking the Boundaries of Biodiversity-Based Farming:
Operationalizing principles as definitions is particularly complicated for
biodiversity-based farming systems. The political and social aspects of these
approaches emphasize participation and adaptive management as critical to an
ecological and just food system. The scientific and evaluative aspects emphasize the
heterogeneity and complexity of sustainable agricultural systems (Vandermeer &
Perfecto, 2017), meaning that great flexibility is needed in implementation. These
elements reduce the external legibility and clarity of alternative agricultural practice.
When local actors have leeway to interpret principles, weigh their relative importance
and adapt them to local conditions which may not be externally visible, outside actors
may struggle to categorize and assess these systems and their compliance with those
principles. This is especially problematic if outsiders, including regulators or
consumers, need categorization and suspect that farmers may be behaving dishonestly
or cynically.
In such systems, the conflation of evaluative and agronomic practice-based
boundary-drawing is common and can create confusion. For instance, no-till is
commonly described as a regenerative, sustainable or climate-smart practice, but
researchers are divided over under what circumstances, and to what degree, it improves
soil-health indicators, especially carbon sequestration (Baker et al., 2007; Baudron et
al., 2012; Giller et al., 2009; Luo et al., 2010; Powlson et al., 2014; VandenBygaart,
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2016). Furthermore, no-till is associated with monoculture, herbicides and other
practices with environmental impacts that may offset its benefits (Altieri, 2005).
Similarly, Phalan and colleagues (2007) argue that defining “sustainable agriculture” as
both a set of practices and a set of outcomes biases the sample for reviews of the
effectiveness of those techniques (e.g. Pretty et. al. (2006b)); initiatives where these
techniques are attempted but perform poorly may not be reported or included- it is
ambiguous whether these are instances of “sustainable agriculture.” These difficulties
are magnified in biodiversity-based systems; the lack of recipes means that “the right
practices” will not mechanically ensure desired results.
Converting the principles of alternative agriculture into agreed-upon criteria for
boundary-drawing is not a simple task. Principles are put into practice along sociopolitical, agronomic, and outcome-based dimensions. Most modalities of alternative
agriculture span these 3 dimensions, but which dimensions are most emphasized is not
always obvious from casual observation. Next, we examine the history of organic
agriculture, one of the oldest alternative agriculture movements, and how the
dimensions on which it is defined have shifted over time.

3.2. The Case of Organic Agriculture
Like other alternative agriculture concepts, the philosophy of organic agriculture
is often articulated as a set of principles. Recently, most sets of organic principles
converged in their meaning. Alrøe and colleagues (2002) identified three principles:
“cyclic principle,”- farming systems “should emulate and benefit from nature's systems
and cycles, fit into them, and help sustain them”, the “nearness principle”- food systems
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should be participatory and localized and the “precautionary principle,”- “that action
should be taken to prevent harm” before definitive evidence of harm, grounding the
organic agriculture vision. The “Precautionary Principle” is also included by Benbrook
and Kirschenmann (1997) along with the “Ecological Principle”- farming “should fit into
and benefit from nature’s systems”- and the “Systems Principle” - that the impact of
technologies and practices should be evaluated holistically. The International Federation
of Organic Movements (IFOAM) articulates the principles of organic farming as Health,
Ecology, Care and Fairness (Luttikholt, 2007). These views broadly overlap with one
another; differing more in how the vision is divided into individual principles than the
vision itself.
Consensus about the principles of organic agriculture, however, is insufficient to
divide farming systems into organic and non-organic categories. Adjudicating these
principles may involve tradeoffs, or judging different thresholds. For instance, the exact
spheres and thresholds for applying the precautionary principle are contested (Kriebel et
al., 2001) and defining farming techniques as “natural” versus “unnatural” is a complex
question (Verhoog et al., 2003). The importance of these ideas has remained relatively
stable in organic agriculture, but the means by which these ideas have been converted in
demarcation criteria have changed drastically.

3.2.1 The Organic Perspective: Science and Agronomy 1910-1960
In its early years, the organic movement defined itself primarily on a distinct way
of looking at farming systems: a different set of processes to be studied and a different set
of outcomes to measure than the status quo of agricultural science. The movement for
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organic agriculture was by far strongest as a discursive and research community, or
“critical community” (Reed, 2010). The early organic movement was distinguished by its
perspectives about what aspects of agricultural systems are important, whose knowledge
should be valued in understanding them and what agricultural research should look like.
It was less unified as a distinct way of farming or managing food systems.
The philosophy of organics pointed to a new set of important processes, outcomes
and indicators for farm systems. Howard (2010; 1946) and other thinkers (e.g. Albrecht,
1975) argued that agronomy over-emphasized soil chemistry, and especially the three
soil macronutrients, at the expense of broader conceptions of soil fertility including
biological and physical aspects. Organic advocates likewise expressed skepticism of
chemical pest control, both due to harms from these techniques, and the belief that
chemical cures mask the underlying pathologies which cause pest and disease problems
(A. Howard, 2006, p. 146).
Early organic thinkers also expressed new ideas about the types of knowledge
about farming systems which ought to “count” or be considered. These thinkers
advocated for listening to the traditional knowledge of farmers who might lack formal
education. Howard’s work on the Indore method of composting is an early example of
ecologically minded agronomists taking traditional knowledge and practices seriously.
Since this time, organic advocates have argued that the complexity in agro-ecosystems
requires engaging seriously with tacit knowledge of farmers, even when expressed in
ways that contradict basic parts of the scientific worldview (Kilcher, 2007; Luttikholt,
2007). This orientation has become central to other alternative agriculture movements,
especially agroecology (Méndez et al., 2013).
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Organic philosophy generated several critiques of agricultural research as well as
new directions. Howard (1946) criticized experiments at Rothamstead for their
reductionist approach and for not examining earthworms, soils, livestock and other
indicators of system health. Likewise, Balfour (1943) argued that side-by-side trials, like
those at Rothamstead, could not provide insight into impacts on the whole-farm system,
as beneficial soil-dwelling animals could travel between plots. The holistic conceptions
of human, ecological and social health led to research projects on the nutritional quality
of food from different cropping systems, whether through animal-feeding trials or direct
measurement (McCarrison, 1926).
Advancing the science and philosophy of organics was the central purpose of
early organic institutions. When the Soil Association was founded in 1943, its primary
purpose was as a “clearing house” for organic farming information and to supervise
organic farming research (Reed, 2010, pp. 55–57). For more than a decade the Haughley
Experiment, which sought to prove benefits from organic farming, took up most of the
organization’s energy and finances.
While the organic farming movement in the United States was much less welldeveloped, it followed a similar pattern. The first institutional manifestations of organic
farming in the US were focused on promoting and elaborating the idea of organic farming
— the magazine “The Organic Farmer” (later to become Organic Farming and
Gardening) founded in 1942 and the Soil and Health Foundation (later the Rodale
Institute) which promoted organics research, both founded by J. I. Rodale. As we discuss
later, this did not develop into a singular definition of organic methods until decades
later.
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Early organics did not constitute a distinct or unified critique of the social,
economic or political dimensions of food systems. Instead, social and political
perspectives were variable, united by general anti-urban and anti-modern sentiments. In
the UK, founding leadership of the Soil Association in 1945 was dominated by
monarchists and other right-wingers; the first editorial secretary had previously belong to
the British Union of Facists (Reed, 2001). Other leaders, such as Lady Eve Balfour, had
moderate, yet idiosyncratic politics, and some early members were leftists, including E.F
Schumacher. This ideological eclecticism was common in early 20th century English
agrarian reform movements (Conford, 2002). Early advocates in the United States were
likewise motivated by many ideologies, including religious, spiritual and/or romantic
(Bromfield, 1949; Leopold, 2001), leftist and pacifist (Nearing & Nearing, 1989) and/or
distrust of modern chemistry and medicine (J. I. Rodale, 1945). This wide range of views
made it difficult for organic agriculture to have meaningful political engagement, even in
the UK, where members were well-networked to the political elite.
In terms of practices, organic agriculture was only weakly distinctive during this
time. A few elements, such as mixed crop-livestock farming, crop rotation and
composting were widely promoted and used, though the first two were still widespread
among conventional farmers. While Howard argued for the complete exclusion of
synthetic fertilizers, other organic advocates saw synthetics in a supplemental role within
organic fertility plans (Heckman, 2006) or as a necessary compromise for profitable
farming (Reed, 2003, p. 18). Indeed, Howard refused to participate in the Soil
Association because it refused to take a hard line on this issue (ibid). Likewise, early
organic advocates were conscious of the harms of excessive tillage, but did not adopt any
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standards (Vogt, 2007). Tensions existed between pro-vegetarian beliefs in related FoodReform movements of the turn of the 20th century, and the insistence that livestock were
essential to sustainable farming (ibid). Similarly, while many organic advocates opposed
all synthetic pesticides, consensus on this issue was not reached until the 1980s8.

3.2.2 Organic agriculture and social change: 1960-1980
Organic agriculture entered the 1960s largely marginalized in the Englishspeaking world. Concerns about soil depletion had waned, use of agro-chemicals was
rapidly increasing, and modern farming was being exported by Western governments in
“the Green Revolution”. A new set of environmental and political concerns, however,
allowed organic agriculture to capture the zeitgeist and gain new adherents. In the 60s
and 70s, citizens and activists became increasingly skeptical of “big” science, business,
and government, and expressed this through environmental and social activism including
anti-pollution, anti-nuclear and anti-war movements. Famine in low-income countries
and the energy crisis re-invigorated Malthusian resource-scarcity concerns. In these
years, activist in the US and UK became interested in organics and organic agriculture
became identified with the counter-cultural left.
In the 1960s into the 1970s, organic agriculture became increasingly intelligible
as a distinct set of critiques of the social, economic and political organization of food
systems, through linkages to left-wing movements in the US and throughout Western
Europe. Environmental problems, the Cold War, nuclear power and the upheaval of the
1960s contributed greatly to distrust in institutions across the West. In the realm of

8

Reed (2003 p. 16) notes that in 1952, a Soil Association Member’s Bulletin felt the need to address
members who may “consider that the use of DDT is still justified.”
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agriculture, this distrust was manifested as skepticism of the safety, nutritional quality
and sustainability of the increasingly industrialized food system. The publication of Silent
Spring in 1962 (Carson, 2002) galvanized massive public opposition to pesticide usage at
the height of mainstream agronomy’s self-confidence in yield-enhancing measures (Beyl,
1992), exemplifying a broader set of concerns on the “New Agenda” (Youngberg &
DeMuth, 2013). Organic agriculture was a ready alternative for this crisis of confidence.
Organic Agriculture also became associated with a wave of “back-to-the-landers”;
young people who had not grown-up farming and sought simpler, more egalitarian lives,
often in collective arrangements. These new farmers were motivated by ideologies
mixing Jeffersonian Democracy, Anarchism, Marxism and Romanticism (Edgington,
2008). While the vast majority of those new farmers did not remain on the land, some
who remained created successful agricultural businesses. The ideology was more
persistent as the foundation for the boom in natural foods coops in the early 70s (ibid.).
By the late 1960s, organic agriculture found itself at the nexus of counter-culture, the
New Left and the environmental movement, and numerous grassroots organizations
emerged to carry its banner (Haydu, 2011). Organic gardening clubs and natural food
coops became hubs of community political activity, especially around environmental
issues (Aschemann et al., 2007).
By the late 1960s, organic agriculture in Britain was experiencing a similar shift.
Left-environmentalists had taken over the leadership of the Soil Association, including
economist E.F. Schumacher as president and activist-scientist Barry Commoner as vice
president. Schumacher linked organics to his ideas about organizational scale, appropriate
technology and the downsides of economic growth (Schumacher, 1973) and even
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advocated abolishing private farmland ownership, but this never became the official
platform. Commoner linked organics to the technological precaution found in antinuclear activism. At the same time, a wave of back-to-the-landers with left-wing views
organized new organizations: British Organic Farmers and the Organic Growers
Association (Reed, 2003).
While the critiques from organic agriculture were unified against big business and
“conventional agriculture,” solutions pointed in different directions. While few explicitly
conservative framings were adopted, writers such as Rodale framed organics in terms of
agrarian populism; emphasizing the family farm (and traditional family) as the primary
unit of production, and fairer markets as the primary means of distribution. Younger
entrants to organic farming who came to it through the “New Left” and counterculture
often attempted farming in communal relationships and rejected traditional families.
Even among leftists there were many disagreements; while Schumacher called for
decentralization and communal land ownership, Barry Commoner called for a
democratically planned economy (Reed, 2010, pp. 85–88). These differences meant that
organic farming did not coalesce around a definite policy program, despite being clearly
aligned against the status quo of big business and government.
During this time, scientific inquiry became less central to organic identity.
Critiques of science became more focused on corruption and corporate control. Emphasis
moved away from proving the benefits of organics- the Soil Association closed the
organic-conventional comparison experiment at Haughly in 1966- and moved towards
research examining technical issues facing organic farmers (Reed, 2010). Organic or
“systems” approaches to agricultural science also became less distinctive, as mainstream
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researchers explored reducing pesticide and energy use by examining farms from a
whole-systems perspective (Huffaker & Croft, 1976).
This period also saw increasing interest in policing the boundaries of organic by
definitively categorizing farming systems as organic, driven by a desire to market organic
food and support organic farmers. In the US, Robert Rodale argued that while, “when
you are growing organic food for yourself, your personal definition is all that
counts…The lack of a standard definition of ‘organic’ and a means to enforce that
definition has held back the marketing of organic food” (R. Rodale, 1970, p. 30). Early
attempts to distinguish organic products from conventional were largely based on trust,
and agreement to adhere to organic principles. These included direct-marketing,
contracts, and handshake agreements. Rodale’s Organic Gardening and Farming
Magazine began publishing an ‘Organic Foods Shopping Guide’ in 1969, several years
before they published a definitive standard. In Britain, the “Whole Food Society” had
attempted marketing organic foods from a storefront in London, starting in the late 50’s,
based on grower promises to follow organic principles. The Soil Association began
certifying farms in 1967 using more detailed criteria (Reed, 2010).
Efforts to better define organic farming in 1970s and 1980s demonstrate the
primacy of social and ideological dimensions; “organic farming” was the type of farming
practiced by organic farmers, not the other way around. Organic farming organizations in
Oregon, California and the northeast developed labelling schemes to market organic food
beyond direct-to-consumer channels. These farmer-led certification programs were
similar to modern participatory guarantee systems (Loconto & Hatanaka, 2018), which
combine elements of social and agronomic delineation. These certification programs
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were structured around good-faith efforts towards an organic ideal, collaboration between
farmers and inspectors in problem-solving (Mutersbaugh, 2005) and building collective
identity within the community of organic farmers (Schmid, 2007). The standards were
developed by committees of farmers, who dealt with new problems by discussing what an
organic farmer would do in a situation (Obach, 2015, pp. 53–57). The 1980 landmark
USDA report on organic farming used an “empirical” definition of organic farmingorganic farming was defined by the practices of self-professed organic farmers. They
found it to be a “spectrum” “overlapping” with conventional agriculture at one end
(USDA Study Team on Organic Farming, 1980; Youngberg & DeMuth, 2013).

3.2.3 Institutionalization of Organic: 1980-2000
During last decades of the 20th century, definitions of organic as a distinct way of
farming became increasingly precise and generalizable. Organic activists and farmers
worked to grow market share and fight off imposters by certification and labeling laws,
culminating in national and Europe-wide regulations. This new regulatory structure
solidified “organic” as describing a set of farming systems and the food produced by
them. As such, the political dimension of organic has become increasingly subsumed by
conflicts over organic rules, while the scientific dimension has become dominated by
comparisons between well-defined organic and conventional systems.
As organic food became a niche market, organic farmers became increasingly
concerned about “organic fraud”, driving interest in definitive standards (Guthman, 1998;
Schmid, 2007). Fraud threatened to erode consumer trust and drive organic growers out
of business. While initially farmers’ organizations certified their own members, the
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newly active organic food and farming movements turned their energy towards lobbying
for legislation regulating organic claims. Oregon passed the first law 1973. Between
1979-1990, over two dozen states passed organic food labelling laws, greatly increasing
consumer access to organic food. However, the profusion of state laws and independent
standards created confusion for businesses and consumers (Obach, 2015, p. 60). Federal
legislation established the National Organic Program in 1990, which required the USDA
to create a single standardized definition for organic food, finalized in 2000. While the
NOP was being developed, certification agencies largely converged in their standards,
but the final NOP rule was as strict, or more strict, than independent standards (Fetter &
Caswell, 2002). Since the NOP was established, organic food sales have seen enormous
growth, but the market for organic foods has become increasingly consolidated.
The UK followed a similar course, though with important differences. Private
certification began in 1967, with the Soil Association. National regulation was
established in 1987 as the UK Register of Organic Foods, and soon became enmeshed in
European push for organic regulation. By 1991, nearly every country in the European
Union passed a national regulation on organic farming; these were harmonized into a
European standard in 1991 for crops, and 1999 for livestock (Schmid & Lockeretz,
2007). The harmonized rules allow for stricter national standards for livestock, but
otherwise allow for little flexibility in setting national standards. In the UK private
certifying agencies can maintain their own standards to a higher level than the EU, but in
practices differences are small (Padel et al., 2009).
Since the passage of the NOPA in 1990, the politics of the organic movement
have become increasingly focused on the “integrity” and details of organic standards.
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These conflicts began even before the establishment of the NOP, with enormous
grassroots backlash to language exploring the acceptability of GMOs, sewage sludge and
irradiation for organic food production (Jaffee & Howard, 2010; Obach, 2015, pp. 117–
119; Vos, 2000). Small-farmer and consumer groups have organized numerous
campaigns to counter what they regard as weakening of organic standards, loopholes for
large corporations, and misleading marketing. These controversies have included
synthetic ingredients in organic processed foods, misleading claims for “organic” bodycare products, outdoor and pasture access for animals and minor controversies over
prohibited materials.
The growing consensus of what practices constitute organic agriculture
facilitated more scientific comparisons of organic and conventional farming systems.
Side-by-side systems trials were established by the Rodale Institute in 1980, (Pimentel et
al., 2005a), the University of Wisconsin in 1989 (Posner et al., 1995), the University of
Michigan in 1993 (Snapp et al., 2010) and the USDA in 1996 (Cavigelli et al., 2008),
among others. This profusion of experiments has allowed facilitated meta-analyses on
organic farming systems, including on yield (de Ponti et al., 2012; Ponisio & Ehrlich,
2016; Seufert et al., 2012b) and ecological impacts (Jawtusch et al., 2011; Kremen et al.,
2012; Mondelaers et al., 2009; Tuomisto et al., 2012).
At the same time, the scientific perspective of farms as
“organic wholes” became less distinctive to organics. The term “Sustainable Agriculture”
was promoted by some organic advocates as a compromise term to make organic
perspectives palatable to mainstream agricultural actors, and was institutionalized in
USDA programs (Youngberg & DeMuth, 2013). Likewise, more radical scientific
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approaches began coalescing around agroecology, as researchers working in Latin
America began to apply their theories to systems in the global North (Wezel et al., 2009).
Similarly, reformist elements of agricultural science took up studying farms as whole
systems, including approaches such as Integrated Pest Management (Huffaker & Croft,
1976).

3.2.4 Organic in the 21st century: The Primacy of Practice
In the 21st century, organic food and farming movements have become largely
structured around “organic” as defined by practices. Advocates and farmers generally
describe organic as a production system. Political campaigns around organic are centered
around practices and certification. Organic farming research is now defined by its object
of study—organic farms, rather than a perspective on what should be studied in farming
systems.
Organic movements have organized numerous campaigns around organic
standards, both pushing to close loopholes, and fighting against efforts to make them less
stringent. Activists also fight to protect organic operations from contamination with
materials which are excluded from organic systems. Organic food movements also fight
for policy and social change to increase acreage under organic agriculture, and access to
organic food.
The organic movement is now organized around “organic” as a description of
specific farming systems. Both IFOAM, the international organic advocacy umbrella, and
the National Organic Program define organics as “a production system” (7 CFR § 205.2
Subpart A — Definitions., n.d.; Definition of Organic Agriculture | IFOAM, n.d.), though
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IFOAM also includes an ideological and holistic view of organics. Likewise, policy
statements on organic agriculture treat it as a well-delineated set of production systems
e.g. (Hoodes et al., 2010). The dominance of this frame is made most evident by the
inability of those fighting it to escape it. NGOs have fought against the “corporate
takeover of organics” primarily by contesting the interpretation and definition of the
organic rule (Vos, 2000).
Organic movements have mobilized around numerous issues in regulating organic
foods. In 1997, activist pressure forced several major revisions to the NOP draft rule,
including banning transgenic organisms. Since then, activists have mobilized several
more times. Several major policy disputes involved animal agriculture, especially how
livestock access to the outdoors and ability to graze are regulated and how those
regulations are enforced. More recently, small farmers and consumers mobilized
unsuccessfully against allowing hydroponically grown crops to be labelled organic.
Efforts to tighten and protect organic regulations have been led by small-farmer and
consumer organizations, while larger farms, food processors and retailers have fought for
laxer rules (L. King & Busa, 2017). While stricter interpretations of organics in these
dimensions would clearly favor many smaller farms, these campaigns may undermine or
distract from a critique of how organic agriculture is governed (Haedicke, 2016, p. 162;
Vos, 2000).
The environment in the E.U., and therefore the UK, has generally been less
adversarial (for discussion of the trend in Sweden see Klintman & Boström (2004)), and
in some ways more strict (Kosovska, 2013). The European Parliament has revised the
regulations to close loopholes, such as prohibiting hydroponics from being considered
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organic (Schmidt, 2019). While regulatory capture appears less extensive in Europe, a
regulatory, practice-based view of organics predominates there as well. Indeed, the
existence of disparate standards has itself become a source of political conflict, both with
regards to the United States (Kosovska, 2013), and recently between Britain and the EU
as a result of Brexit. In general, however, organic standards have seen a remarkable
degree of convergence between countries with very different regulatory cultures (Klein &
Winickoff, 2011).
Outside of battles over regulatory standards, the other political activities
associated with organic take the “way of farming” framing as central. Organic advocacy
groups spend considerable effort encouraging research and subsidy support for organic
farming (Guthman, 2014, pp. 204–206). Organic participation in GM activism is
primarily driven by concerns about pollen drift and contamination of organic crops by
GM plants (Kurzer & Cooper, 2007).
That numerous farmers now refer to themselves as “beyond organic,” referring to
agroecological practices and/or alternative distribution networks shows the degree to
which “organic” is thoroughly identified with its certification. Likewise, the development
of “Regenerative Organic Certification” (Rodale Institute, 2019) accepts that organic
means “certified organic” and posits that it is insufficient, while the details of the “Real
Organic Project” certification contests the legitimacy USDA organic, but also frames
“Real Organic” as a category constructed by closing a few loopholes in USDA Organic
standards (The Real Organic Project, n.d.).
While “organic” is now deeply tied to production standards, many in the
movement rejected that framing. Standardization imposes bureaucratic culture upon small
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farms and traditional communities (Bacon, 2010; Getz & Shreck, 2006; Mutersbaugh,
2002). Many object to the time and financial costs of certification, which may exceed the
benefits for small farmers who direct market (Constance et al., 2008), but others object to
limitations placed on farmers by certification. Many members of alternative agriculture
movements engage in practices which do not meet organic standards, but which they see
as consistent with organic principles and consumers’ reasons for buying organic foods.9
“Movement organic” farmers who reject certification for practice-based rather than
bureaucratic reasons may use non-organic livestock feed (including non-organic food
waste) or use banned products in a targeted way for livestock health problems or pest
problems in ecological orchards. Indeed, a substantial minority of self-identified organic
farmers in 1980 used synthetic pesticides, herbicides or fertilizers, which they tried to
minimize (USDA Study Team on Organic Farming, 1980, pp. 14–15).
In these cases, populist political economy and an adaptive view of organic
principles comes into a stark conflict with rigid standards. While organic standards are
obviously imperfect, there is a fundamental disconnect between the idea of organic as
bottom-up, locally sensitive farming in pursuit of ecological goals, and organic as a
production standard. Requiring practices or excluding them reduces farmer flexibility in
decision-making and potentially reduces the quality of ecological outcomes on farms
where decision-making is constrained by this.
Scientific inquiry also has a very marginal role in the boundary-drawing of
organic agriculture. Regulatory processes, including National Organic Standards Board,
use scientific assessments of safety to determine synthetic inputs that are allowed in
9

For example, farmer Joel Salatin, for a time one of the organic movement’s most prominent authors and
speakers, pioneered and promotes a “beyond organic” farming system which includes practices which
render it ineligible for organic certification.
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organic production, as well as “natural” inputs that are excluded (National List of
Allowed and Prohibited Substances, n.d.). But the vast majority of research on organic
agriculture now takes for granted “organic” as a well-defined set of production systems.
This research compares the relative advantages and disadvantages of organic vs
conventional systems and sometimes takes a whole-systems approach. The emphasis in
this research and other agronomic research on soil health, energy efficiency and
biodiversity represents a partial victory for an “organic” perspective on farming systems
research, in the original meaning of the word.
In summary, most activities around organic farming now take for granted that it is
first and foremost a distinct and well-defined way of farming (Reganold & Wachter,
2016). The political activities of the organic movement are largely centered around the
details of its definition and promoting its uptake. The scientific activities related to
organic farming likewise focus on developing techniques suited to organic production
systems and the assessment of these production systems in comparison to conventional
ones. This stands in distinct contrast to other popular alternative agriculture movements.

3.3 Discussion
3.3.1 Benefits and Harms of Current Conceptions:
The firm, practice-based boundaries around organic agriculture have had several
important effects. Organic agriculture is now defined in a “bureaucratically legible” way
(Scott, 1998). This has facilitated its growth but undermined its original philosophical
meaning. These definitions have enabled a wide array of policy interventions and have
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simplified some aspects of organic advocacy. At the same time, activists and small
farmers lost control of the rule-making process, especially in the United States.
Clear boundaries for organic have enabled a very clear set of market and policy
interventions. Organic agriculture is certified for premium prices and can receive specific
subsidies and technical support in most countries. Public and non-profit institutions
around the world have adopted measurable targets for increasing the procurement of
organic food (Borsatto et al., 2020; Signatory Schools, n.d.), including a nationwide
program in Denmark (Sørensen et al., 2015). Additionally, consensus in defining organic
agriculture has allowed researchers to aggregate studies comparing agricultural systems
across an enormous range of contexts (Seufert et al., 2012b). And not insignificantly, the
definition is clear enough that statistics of adoption and diffusion can be kept on local,
national and international scales (e.g. Figures 1 &2).
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Figure 1: Every organic farm in the US as of September 2021: Data from the USDA Organic
Integrity Database.
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Figure 2: Certified organic Land (Thousands of Hectares) in UK administrative regions from 2004 to
2019.
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In the US, contrary to popular narratives, the standards of organic production have
generally become more, rather than less, technically stringent since the introduction of
the NOP. This is especially true for organic livestock production, where “access to
pasture” for ruminants was not required by all pre-NOP certifications, and was not
rigorously defined until 2010 (Fetter & Caswell, 2002) and some advocates argue the
current rule is too strict for some agroecological contexts (Goodman et al., 2012, pp.
168–172). Similarly, early standards for poultry were inconsistent on “outdoor access”
while this became a requirement under the NOP (ibid) and certified organic livestock
feed was long not required for organic animals.
What has weakened, however, is the ability of organic activists and small farmers
to adapt technical standards to uphold organic principles. Activists argue that corporate
actors are attempting to change the meaning of organic, to drive it away from its
principles, but most “corporate capture” has come from standards not changing quickly
enough to adapt to new technologies. The philosophy and movement of organic farming
has long been interested in the continuous improvement of farming systems, but the
National Organic Program has generally been reticent to tighten organic standards in
reaction to new developments, such as new production systems that violate the spirit of
organics or progress in organic techniques that make traditionally-used materials unnecessary (Obach, 2015, pp. 144–149). Organic advocates during the formation of the
NOP did not conceive of a need to disallow “organic hydroponics” (Morath, 2018) and
confinement-based organic livestock production. Maintaining the philosophical meaning
of organics may require constant changes in the content of organic standards.
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3.3.2 Should Movements Build firm Boundaries for their Strategies?:
Many of the most popular approaches to reforming or transforming agriculture
lack the firm boundaries that have been built around organic farming. While concepts like
Climate Smart Agriculture (CSA) and Agroecology may have a unifying normative
vision or gestalt, no consensus processes exist for sorting farms in or out of these
categories, and many advocates reject the possibility of such. Newton and colleagues
(2020) demonstrate that practitioners and researchers of “regenerative agriculture”
ground it in practices, outcomes or both. In terms of this paper, it may be a distinct way
of farming, or distinct way of evaluating farming systems, though they ignore that some
also include strong political-economy elements in regenerative agriculture as well
(Rodale Institute, 2019; Why Regenerative Agriculture?, 2019). On the more institutional
side of the spectrum, “climate-smart agriculture” is presented as a set of practices, a
framework for governance and corporate social responsibility, and/or a set of outcomes
(Newell & Taylor, 2018; M. Taylor, 2017). Critics argue this shows CSA lacks definitive
content and serves as a rhetorical shield for business-as-usual (Via Campesina, 2015). In
both these cases, rhetorical breadth and lack of firm boundaries is advantageous for
promoting broad acceptability among a wide range of stakeholders and practitioners but
does not provide bureaucracies with clear guidance in transforming agricultural systems.
Agroecology is a particularly rich example; it appears as a distinct vision of
agriculture which combines a way of looking at farming systems, a way of organizing
food systems and a set of farming practices in different ways across contexts, with no
dimension clearly dominating. In some contexts, many are clear that inputs excluded
from organic production, especially transgenic seeds, are a hard line separating
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agroecology from other approaches (Pimbert, 2015). But in others, participatory
approaches to farmer learning for sustainability can be considered “agroecology” even if
the farm systems themselves do not earn the label (Heleba et al., 2016; Morris et al.,
2013). Agroecological research and practices are concentrated in non-food export
commodities such as coffee (Mason et al., 2021) — where even alternative value-chains
fall short of agroecological food-systems transformation. Agroecology’s boundaries are
policed by several factors weighed contextually, based on a normative vision, rather than
a consistently applied set of rules.
Indeed, eschewing a formalized, objective definition may be the primary
distinction today between agroecology and organic agriculture. The principles which
motivate the two are very overlapping, as Table 3 shows. As discussed here, grassroots
politics, traditional ecological knowledge, and an ecological perspective have long been
essential to organic identities and movements even if they are no longer central to
policing its boundaries. Those seeking to expand institutional or governmental support
for agroecology through an objective, bureaucratic definition built from its principles
ought to reckon with the limitations of the current conception of organic agriculture
produced from an attempt to do precisely this.
Given the large potential downsides of firm, algorithmic definitions, it is
important to explore options for promoting novel alternatives that do not require them.
Land redistribution and anti-monopoly reforms may create a more conducive
environment for ecological farming without directly targeting farming practices.
Pigouvian reforms taxing fertilizers, pesticides and fuel can promote farming systems
which utilize ecological processes to replace these inputs. Lastly, governments and NGOs
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can invest in the capacity of horizontal farmer-to-farmer knowledge-sharing networks
(Carolan, 2006; P. M. Rosset et al., 2011), which can innovate and progress towards a
more ecological agriculture without requiring a firm procedural definition of what that
alternative is.

3.3.3 A Framework for Analyzing Alternative Agriculture Certification and
Categorization:

There are many apparent problems and contradictions in defining firm
boundaries around alternative agriculture strategies, but categories are also essential.
Here we outline a framework for analyzing and improving such boundary-drawing
efforts.

What are the goals of the categorization?
The aims of categorization can be divided into several categories. First,
categories of farming systems are necessary for farming systems research. This holds
equally true for observational research of real commercial farms, field-trials at research
stations and computer-modelling studies. Categorization is important for policy: if a
government wants to mandate, ban or incentivize certain kinds of farming systems, it
needs a categorization rule to specify which systems are covered. Similarly,
categorization plays an important economic role, including certification and other
labeling schemes. Lastly, categorization plays a crucial role in growth and promotion
efforts for a farming system, and their evaluation. These different goals can imply
different ways of drawing categorizations. While very firm, farm-based categories are
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obviously important for heavy-handed regulation, or product certification, broader,
continuum-based approaches may be more important for other goals. For instance, a
government seeking to promote agroecology might focus on landscape-level metrics of
agrobiodiversity, soil cover, habitat connectivity and/or environmental performance
rather than trying to define which farms are or are not ‘agroecological.’

Who has power?

Questions of power are central to drawing categorizations of farming systems
from two dimensions. Who has the power to participate in forming and maintaining a
definition can have important consequences. In the USDA National Organic Program,
large food processors and agribusiness interests have come to dominate the procedures of
updating regulations. These interests have favored productivity and consumer concerns
about pesticides and GMOs above other concerns historically important to the organic
movement.
Likewise, the process of applying a definition can also create important power
dynamics. Bureaucratic certification processes can be damaging to the norms of more
traditional communities, but comparatively easy for large wealthy landowners or
corporations. Further, the burdens of verification also represent important power
differentials. In the case of certifying alternative foods, a large proportion of the price
premium may be consumed by record-keeping and reporting costs. This undermines the
effectiveness of these programs. In some cases, creating greater compliance and reporting
burdens on environmentally harmful practices and inputs may be preferable, if there is
sufficient governance capacity.
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Other Questions for Understanding the Scope of a Alternative Agriculture Strategy
In addition to these bigger picture questions, several other questions can help to
understand the scope of an alternative farming systems strategy, and how the term is
actually being used. These questions can help to clarify whether the way that a definition
is structure is logical, whether it conforms to both popular perceptions and to the goals
that it is structured around.

Is this term actually used to classify farming systems and farms?
Is the term being used evaluatively?
Example: “Does sustainable agriculture mean a set of practices or a set of outcomes?”
Is this evaluative use specific or general?
Example: “Does sustainable just mean ‘good farming’ or does it mean a specific set of
outcomes?
What sub-goals are implicit in in the components of evaluation? What ones might be left
out?
Is the term used to evaluate the expected outcomes of practices or farming systems
themselves?
“Are all farms that use no-till (or some other practice) sustainable agriculture by
definition?”

Does the term describe a set of proscribed or prescribed practices?
If the set of practices is a suite of options, how common is it that a farm uses none of
these practices?
If most farms are on a spectrum of adopting some but not all practices, how is this
spectrum converted into a classification?
If the set of practices involves firm requirements or bans, are these requirements always
appropriate? Do the advocates present them as such?
Example: “Is it always never appropriate to use the synthetic materials banned from
organic agriculture?” “Do organic advocates agree?”
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What are the explicit or implicit political, social, and economic dimensions of the
term?
Are some farms included or excluded in the term based on
their social or economic characteristics? What are these characteristics?
Who participates in constructing and reproducing this definition?
What political values and governance structures are promoted and enforced by the
processes used to distinguish between farms that are and are not described by a term?
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Table 3: Comparing the Principles of Organic Agriculture and Agroecology.
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3.4 Conclusion
For decades, farmers, activists and scientists have worked towards alternative
paradigms of food and farming that emphasize biodiversity and social participation. The
very nature of the alternatives put forward poses large challenges for delineating their
boundaries. Looser boundaries allow for flexibility, but can hamper dissemination,
promotion, and evaluation.
These movements have used socio-political processes, agronomic processes, and
farm-system outcomes to delineate their new, better alternatives. These dimensions are
used to a greater or lesser extent at different times, but often one dimension becomes
dominant. Organic agriculture passed through stages where each of these dimensions was
dominant. In both the US and UK emphasis shifted from the philosophy and evaluation
of farming systems, to political economy critiques of the food system into a set of
farming systems. In the last several decades, “organic” has become deeply tied to the idea
of an objective, bureaucratic definition of farming practices; a sorting algorithm that can
separate the “organic” from the “not organic.”
Eventually the desire to rigorously divide all food and farms -- into those which
are organic and those which are not --- led to an almost exclusive emphasis on agronomic
practices. This has facilitated market growth and government supports for organic
farming, as well as research on this topic but, to many, this has also undermined its
integrity and revolutionary potential. Other movements face a tradeoff between the
transparency and clarity of how they define farming systems, and the participation and
flexibility embedded in their ideals.
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CHAPTER 4: Certifying Integrated Pest Management- A Case Study in Defining
Eco-Agriculture Strategies
Abstract:
Categorization of farming systems as using or not-using sustainable strategies is
essential to contemporary agrifood-systems governance, including green food
certifications. Ecologically friendly farming systems are based on adaptive application of
principles and tacit knowledge. This makes their categorization more difficult. This paper
examines how 22 different farming eco-certifications operationalize the concept of
“Integrated Pest Management” (IPM) to classify farms as worthy or unworthy of
certification. I qualitatively code the farm inspection checklists based on both a list of 8
IPM principles, and themes that emerged during the coding process. Few certification
programs covered all eight principles of IPM, and administrative requirements such as
planning, record-keeping and education were more common than requirements relating to
specific pest management practices. Compared to other groups, regional single-product
certifications were far more detailed in their standards, gave system-specific best
management practices and monitoring criteria, and gave more focus to grower collectiveaction problems such as biosecurity and pest resistance management. Other certifications
generally focused on creating a “floor” to mitigate the worst excesses; many certifications
focused on Low and Middle-Income Countries were especially focused on issues such as
banning the most harmful pesticides, proper disposal of hazardous waste, and worker
safety when handling pesticides. These results suggest a duality in certifications- while in
well-bounded communities of farmers, certifications may be able to codify frameworks
for pursuing an ideal of sustainable farming, broadly applicable certifications may be best
suited to minimum standards.
4.1. Introduction
Agriculture plays a critical role in many global social and environmental
challenges, including climate change, biodiversity loss, eutrophication, economic
development, and food security (Campbell et al., 2017a). To meet these challenges,
farmers, scientists, and civil society groups have developed and promoted many new
farming systems strategies for improving agriculture agronomically, socially and
environmentally. Some of these strategies10 are associated with grassroots social

10

In this paper “strategy” refers to any named approach to farming that involves a set of practices, a set
of principles, and/or a set of design and decision-making frameworks. Multiple actors may disagree about
what “actually” defines a given strategy, it is only important that its promoters see it as a distinctive
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movements, such as agroecology, Zero Budget Natural Farming (Khadse & Rosset,
2019), and the System of Rice Intensification. Others, like Climate-Smart and
Conservation Agriculture, are more associated with agribusiness and governments.
Despite their differences, promoters of many of these strategies conceive them as design
or decision-making frameworks based on principles that can be adapted to a wide range
of agroecological and social contexts.
If food-systems actors want to promote their preferred strategy through subsidies
or certification, or to decide which strategies to promote through research and evaluation,
classifying farms as using or not-using these strategies is an important step. This may be
simple for some, such as agroforestry, which is defined simply by growing trees
alongside other agricultural elements. But it may be much harder for others, where the
defining features are principles or frameworks used to design, plan and adapt farming
systems to fit within a specific ecological context. Organizations promoting such
strategies face difficulty tracking their adoption and may use a simplified definition of a
strategy as the presence or absence of a few well-defined practices (Giller et al., 2009).
These difficulties also occur in scientific inquiry, where sharp divides can emerge
between researchers who study a strategy as a “recipe” (Lyon et al., 2011) through
controlled trials and those who study it as a flexible set of principles to be examined
through case studies of real-world implementation. These divides are particularly stark
regarding “Holistic Management Planned Grazing” (Briske et al., 2008; Gosnell et al.,
2020) and the System of Rice Intensification (Glover, 2011; Sheehy et al., 2005).

approach to farming. Organic agriculture, precision agriculture, management-intensive grazing,
permaculture and vertical farming all qualify as strategies under this definition, in addition to those noted
in the text.
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Certifications for farming systems and products, meant to mark the
implementation of a sustainable strategy, are especially reliant on such dichotomous
classification. Such certifications have come to play a large role in governing food
systems in the “neo-liberal turn” towards non-state governance in the late 20th century
(Vogel, 2008). Between 1985 and 2000, most high-income countries developed
frameworks for certifying organic agriculture, “Fair Trade” shifted from grassroots
relationships into certifications standards and several environmental NGOs launched
agriculture, fisheries, and forestry certification schemes. Since that time, numerous other
production standards have been developed by corporations seeking to profit from
consumer interest in greener foods, NGOs seeking to promote sustainability and producer
organizations promoting better practices and product differentiation.
Understanding how certification standards operationalize broad notions of more
sustainable agriculture is important for two reasons. First, certification is itself an
important component of the modern agri-food system. Second, the profusion of
certifications provides an ideal environment for exploring the variety of ways that the
same contextual, embedded agricultural strategies can be converted into classification
procedure. Such classifications are also important for traditional policy interventions such
as mandates, bans or subsidies, and undergird comparative research of farming systems.
This paper examines how sustainability-focused food and agriculture
certifications operationalize the concept of Integrated Pest Management. Through an
exploratory content analysis, I explore the diversity of ways in which a single concept
can be turned into a standard. Furthermore, I analyze trends in how standards with
different foci and scopes operationalize the same concepts. These results provide new
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insights into what certification and other agricultural systems classifications, try to do and
can do, and in what contexts.

4.1.1 Problems in Certification
Ecological food certifications enable consumers to choose products that have unobservable characteristics that they favor, without having a personal relationship with the
producer. These characteristics may be (believed to be) beneficial to the consumer, such
as lower levels of pesticide residues, or conform to the consumer’s ethical and political
values, such as environmental stewardship or fairness for small farmers and farmworkers.
Alternative food movements developed ecological and social certification of
agricultural products as a tactic to expand their reach. The Demeter Biodynamic Farming
standards and trademark were established in 1928 by a German biodynamic producers’
cooperative to market produce to consumers (Demter International, n.d.). In the mid-late
20th century, regional associations of organic farmers in the U.S. and Europe developed
certification standards to identify foods that were produced on farms following organic
principles (Schmid, 2007). In the 1980s and 1990s, environmental and solidarity NGOs
developed standards for farming in low and middle income countries (LMIC) to support
small farmers and protect biodiversity (Raynolds, 2000). In all these cases, certification
was an effort to incorporate consumers and consumption into social movements.
While these certifications have created large alternative markets, provided
economic opportunities for small farmers, and encouraged more sustainable practices,
many argue that certifications have failed to live up to their potential. Anthropologists
have documented perverse impacts from bureaucratic standards, including the
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fragmentation of traditional communities and exacerbation of local inequality (Bacon,
2010; Getz & Shreck, 2006b; Mutersbaugh, 2002). A substantial proportion of the price
premium for certified products may be consumed by verification and certification costs
(Mutersbaugh & Klooster, 2010). As the scale and reach of organic agriculture has
grown, more-universalized organic standards have encouraged rather narrow changes in
practices and inputs rather than the redesign of farming systems (Darnhofer et al., 2010;
Guthman, 2000; P. M. Rosset & Altieri, 1997). Organic standards may still allow for
intensification of production at the expense of environmental quality (Mutersbaugh &
Klooster, 2010).
Complexity and adaptation are a central problem for alternative food
certifications. Early certifications were developed to empower small farmers to continue
and deepen their existing ecological stewardship through price premia and technical
assistance. Certification, however, necessarily limits the actions that a farmer could take.
This represents a problem given the widespread belief that organic (and other ecological)
farming is not based on a “recipe” (Lyon et al., 2011) but is rather built on contextual and
reciprocal relations with a particular local ecology (Bell et al., 2008; Jackson & Berry,
2009). This makes developing rules to sort farms into or out of a particular view of
“ecological agriculture” extremely tricky. In the case of organics, this difficulty drove
rule-makers to collapse a complex philosophy into a set of record-keeping requirements
and prohibited practices and materials, as discussed in Chapter 3.
Each sustainable farming certifications attempts to achieve multiple goals and
faces trade-offs between these goals. Early organic standards were primarily focused on
connecting already-existing organic farms with consumers who wanted their goods.
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Farmers received recognition and a price premium, consumers gained access to foods
produced the way they wanted. Today, organizations promoting organic and other
certifications pursue growth in order to expand conversion to sustainable practices and
access to certified products. Increasing the number of certified acres or amount of product
sold is an important operational objective of certification programs. This creates tensions
between realistically achievable and highly stringent standards. The focus on scaling-up
may have degraded stringency in Organic and Fair Trade standards (Guthman, 2004;
Jaffee, 2012; Jaffee & Howard, 2010). Different standards operating in the same areas
adopt different positions regarding this trade-off; in sustainable coffee, Rainforest
Alliance and Utz Kapeh deliberately adopted looser, more-attainable standards, to extend
the protection of these standards to as many people and farms as possible (Raynolds et
al., 2007).

4.1.2 Certification, Boundaries and Integrated Pest Management

Integrated Pest Management (IPM) is one of the most prominent frameworks for
better balancing agronomic, social and environmental goals in agricultural systems. First
formulated in 1959 (Stern et al., 1959), IPM is now promoted by a wide array of
organizations throughout the world as a means to increase or maintain yields while
reducing the financial, environmental and social costs of agrochemical use. Like other
sustainability-focused farming strategies, IPM is notoriously difficult to define (Bajwa &
Kogan, 1996); it is alternately referred to as a “philosophy” (Sappington, 2014), “a way
of thinking” (Maupin & Norton, 2010) or a “decision-support system” (Kogan, 1998).
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Difficulties in classifying farms as using/not-using IPM have frustrated efforts to measure
its adoption and impact (Castle & Naranjo, 2009; Ehler, 2006; Maupin & Norton, 2010;
Sappington, 2014; Zalucki et al., 2009).
Using IPM as a basis for certifying more sustainable agriculture poses a difficult
problem. IPM’s branding as a decision-making framework and a toolkit make it difficult
to implement it as a dichotomous classification. As a decision-making framework, IPM is
in-principle applicable in nearly any farming system, no matter how biodiverse or inputintensive. Because the decision-making weighs multiple contextual factors, it may not be
possible to determine adherence to IPM by merely looking at management decisions,
rather than contextually evaluating why these decisions were made. Furthermore, as a
toolkit of tactics, categorizing farms as “IPM Practitioners” could be extremely inclusive,
counting farms that utilize any IPM tactics, or extremely narrow, only including those
which use a wide range of tactics. In an extreme example of this difficulty, West and
Cisse (2014) found that, among farmers in Quebec, self-identifying as an “IPM
Practitioner” was associated with lower scores on an index measuring IPM adoption.
Like other sustainability-focused agriculture concepts, IPM’s goals may be
difficult to incorporate into a certification. The general goal of IPM is to “optimize” or
“minimize” the use of pesticides and herbicides- IPM’s basic goal is “Spray as little as
you possibly can (Castle & Naranjo, 2009).” But minimization can take place within very
different sets of constraints: a farmer who sprays to avoid a crop failure and falling into
extreme poverty, and a farmer who sprays to avoid cosmetic damage and thus lower
prices might both believe that they are spraying “as little as possible.” This difficulty
shows up prominently in the history of organic agriculture and its move towards
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certification. Before certification became ubiquitous, organic farmers strove to minimize
agrochemical usage, but a substantial minority still utilized synthetic pesticides,
herbicides or fertilizers in a limited fashion (USDA Study Team on Organic Farming,
1980, Chapter 3).Rather than developing a complex framework for including and judging
these attempts at minimization within organic certification, organic regulations coalesced
behind banning these products entirely.
Despite these difficulties, IPM is often incorporated into sustainable food
certifications, including well-know ones such as various “Fair Trade” labels. pesticide
use is an important element in agricultural sustainability and health concerns. Consumer’s
concerns about their exposure to pesticides is a primary driver of organic food purchases,
as are concerns about environmental and social impacts of pesticide use (Hughner et al.,
2007). Exposure to pesticides is a major occupational risk factor for farm-workers (Tago
et al., 2014) and pesticides may increase birth defects, infant mortality and childhood
health problems in agricultural communities (Garry et al., 2002; Regidor et al., 2004; C.
Taylor A., 2021). Reducing pesticide use thus unites the concerns about food safety, food
quality and environmental and social externalities that motivate many people to buy ecolabeled products.
IPM is also an appealing framework because standards can be made more
inclusive and attainable than the pest management standards for organic or biodynamic
farms. The difficulty in managing insects, and especially weeds without chemicals is
frequently cited by farmers as a barrier to converting to organic farming (Khaledi et al.,
2011; Stephenson et al., 2017), or as a reason for discontinuing it (Sahm et al., 2013).
Standards based on IPM therefore could capitalize on consumer interest in pesticide
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reduction while imposing smaller costs on producers, requiring smaller price-premia, and
achieving wider market reach.
Because of its broad endorsement, IPM is represented in a wide diversity of
certifications. These certifications differ in their geographic scope, from small regions to
international, and in their crop scope- from single commodity to any food commodity.
Likewise, these programs differ in their origin and intentions, they may come from
environmental or development NGOs, university extension services, farmer
organizations, food companies or some combination of these. Examining this set of
certifications offers insight into the universe of possibilities for certifying and delineating
alternative agriculture systems.

4.2 Methods
I assembled a set of certifications which potentially cover foods sold in the United
States using the Ecolabel Index (Big Room Inc, 2021), Google search and snowball
sampling from websites of certifications found. Inclusion criteria required: that labels are
used (directly or indirectly) in the United States, and that the certification protocol
references the framework of “Integrated Pest Management.” In all, 22 certification
programs were identified (Table 4). The certification protocols for these programs were
inspected line by line and the criteria related to pest management were coded and
categorized. Because some certifications included requirements relating to worker and
environmental safety in handling and storage of pesticides under the rubric of IPM, these
types of requirements were analyzed for all certifications.
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For the purposes of this analysis, “pests” are defined as all organisms that threaten
the health and productivity of crop plants; as such, IPM is used as an umbrella term
incorporating insect-pest, weed, fungus and disease management. Some certifications
adopted this stance, as do some IPM definitions (Kogan, 1998), and for consistency, this
was used across all certifications.
Criteria were classified as “Pass-Fail” when the applicant fails certification if the
criterion is not met; “Improvement” if the applicant does not have to initially meet the
criterion to pass, but after several years in the program, it becomes a requirement; and
“Scorecard” if each criterion is assigned a certain number of points, and the applicant
must achieve a certain number of total points to pass.
In addition to categories that emerged while coding the sample, criteria were coded
based on their relationship to the 8 principles of IPM described by The EU Framework
Directive 2009/128/ (OJEC, 2009). This set of principles is similar to those used by many
other promoters and is one of the most expansive. The principles are:
1- Prevention and suppression
2- Monitoring
3- Decision-making based on monitoring and thresholds
4- Non-Chemical Methods
5- Pesticide Selection
6- Reduced Pesticide Use
7- Anti-resistance Strategies
8- Evaluation
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Criteria could be classified as fitting more than one principle, but criteria were
not included if they advanced a principle only through another principle. For example,
while pest prevention and reduced pesticide use should also reduce insecticide resistance
among targeted pests (because resistance only happens when insecticides are used),
criteria focused on prevention or reduced pesticide use are not classified as pertaining to
“anti-resistance strategies.”
Many certifications included lists of crop protectants whose use is either banned
or limited. Many reference one or more lists relating to international treaties or
conventions, while others developed their own specific lists of chemicals. All named
chemicals were linked to a Chemical Abstracts Service (CAS) Registry Number using a
combination of the R package webchem (Szöcs et al., 2020), automated searches of other
websites, and manual corrections.

4.2.1 Sample Description
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Figure 3: Scopes of Certifications in the Sample

Certifications’ scopes were categorized across two dimensions, geographic and
commodity group. Certifications had several different geographic scopes, a region within
the United States, all areas within the United States, low and middle-income countries
(LMIC), or global. Certifications applied either to a single commodity/commodity group
or to a wide range of commodities. Figure 3 summarizes the sample categorization.
The composition of the groups which designed and manage the programs
differed; seven of 10 regional-designation certifications were developed by grower
organizations in partnership with NGOs and/or Universities, while none of the other
certifications had a high degree of grower engagement in their development. Three of the
single-commodity LMIC certifications were either primarily or jointly developed by
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businesses which market the final products. The remaining certifications were developed
by environmentally and socially focused NGOs.

Table 4: Sustainable Food Certifications Included in the Study Sample.

Certification Name

Crop Scope

Abbreviation

Grapes/Wine
Potatoes
Grapes/Wine
Apples
Flowers
Apples
Grapes/Wine

Geographic
Scope
Regional
Regional
Regional*
Regional
Regional
Regional
Regional

LIVE Certified
Wisconsin Healthy Grown
Sustainability in Practice
True Earth
Bloom Check
Red Tomato Eco Apple
California Certified Sustainable
Winegrowing
Long Island Sustainable
Lodi Rules
Protected Harvest Citrus
Food Alliance
Sustainable Food Group
RTRS
Better Cotton Initiative
RSPO
Cotton Made in Africa
Fair Trade International
UTZ
Fair Trade USA
Fair For Life
Rainforest Alliance
Global GAPS
Farm Sustainability Assessment

Grapes/Wine
Grapes/Wine
Citrus
Many
Many
Soy
Cotton
Palm Oil
Cotton
Many
Many
Many
Many
Many
Many
Many

Regional
Regional*
Regional
USA
USA
LMIC
LMIC
LMIC
LMIC (Africa)
LMIC
LMIC
LMIC
LMIC
LMIC
Global
Global

LISW
LODI
PHC
FA
SFG
RTRS
BCI
RSPO
CMIA
FTMH
UTZ
F T USA
FFL
RA
GGAPS
FSA

4.3 Results
4.3.1 Certification Structures
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LIVE
HG
SIP
TE
BC
EA
CCSW

Figure 4: Certifications in the Sample, Grouped by Criteria Structure.

The structure of the certifications is presented in Figure 4, using the categories
described above. Six standards were classified as “primarily scorecard” (having three or
less pass-fail criteria) with relation to IPM, five were classified as solely pass-fail, and
eight were “mixed” between requirements and scorecards and/or improvement.

4.3.1 IPM Principles

Of the eight principles of Integrated Pest Management, two, Monitoring and
Pesticide Selection, were mentioned in at least one criterion for all certifications (Figures
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5 & 6). Two principles, Thresholds and Evaluation, were mentioned in less than half of
standards, though participation in certification itself arguably constitutes a form of
evaluation. Resistance Management appeared in only 13 certifications and was
referenced more than once in only three standards, but tactics from Principles 1, 3, 4 and
6 all can contribute to managing resistance by reducing pesticide use.
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Figure 5: Counts of Criteria in Certifications Pertaining to the 8 Principles of Integrated Pest
Management. (Certifications presented in the same order as in Table 4)
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Figure 6: Proportion of Certifications of each scope that have a at least 1 criterion pertaining to each
of the eight principles of IPM

4.3.3 Trends Between Groupings

Regional single-commodity certifications differ from other groupings, in their
greater detail. These certifications include the most criteria overall. They contain more
monitoring, decision-support and action-threshold criteria, often with separate specific
protocols for multiple important pests. They are also more likely to promote Mode-ofAction (MOA) rotation for chemical resistance management, and included more criteria
relating to biosecurity and sanitation. Further, all certifications which included the use of
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specific models for predicting pest pressure or pesticide toxicity models to measure
performance were in this group. The difference in number of criteria is stark for most
IPM Principles (Figures 5 and 6).
Most regional-designation certifications included multiple region-specific or cropspecific requirements or options for prevention, monitoring and non-chemical control.
Nearly all of the other certifications simply mentioned the need to incorporate these areas
in a general sense, or to have them mentioned with an IPM plan. Regional-designation
certifications also included more criteria for pesticide selection; many include several
different environmental considerations, including threats to water quality and beneficial
insects. These certifications also include far more criteria for directly reducing pesticide
usage, including requirements or options for ensuring correct spray coverage and use of
spot-spraying or block-spraying for specific pests.
Certifications focused-on LMIC were different in two respects. First, the number
of banned and restricted pesticides tended to be much greater (Figure 7). Many of these
pesticides are banned in some countries and not others, a third or more of chemicals
banned by many certifications are not registered for any use with the US Environmental
Protection Agency.These banned product lists help to create a harmonized global floor.
Additionally, these standards place much more emphasis on worker safety and hazardous
materials handling. This not only reflects the different missions of some of the
certifications, which often foreground social concerns, but also the role that these
certifications play in substituting for and supplementing legal standards in agriculture in
LMIC.
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Like the LMIC-focused certifications, single-commodity regional domestic
certifications generally included some worker protections. Most of these commodities,
such as grapes, apples and citrus, commonly employ migrant agricultural laborers who
may be more vulnerable. Wisconsin Healthy-Grown Potatoes is the only one of these
certifications not including any worker protection criteria; migrant farmworkers do not
commonly work in this sector.

Figure 7: Number of Unique Pesticides (by CAS number) Banned or Restricted by Certifications in
the Sample. (Certifications presented in the same order as in Table 4). *True-Earth Certified keeps
a short list of 'allowable products'.
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Figure 8: Counts of Criteria in Certification relating to self-coded themes. (Certifications presented
in the same order as in Table 4)
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Figure 9: Proportion of Certifications with Different Scopes that have at least 1 Criterion pertaining
to sub-themes.

4.4 Discussion
The differences between regional single-commodity standards and all others
reflect tension between an “inside” and “outside” view of ecological best management
practices in agriculture. Standards with a broad scope must adopt an external view of
farming systems- the stringency of a certification is tightly linked to how much it limits
farmers’ choices. Such standards may be very useful for setting a “floor” which excludes
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the worst practices or materials from production but cannot define “best practices” in a
rigorous way without ignoring enormous agroecological variation.

Regional-Designation certifications function very differently than others; many
appear to incorporate a “view from within” of agricultural best management practices.
These differences likely reflect two factors. First, standards for a specific crop in a
specific agroecological zone can be more exhaustive and specific. Several of the
standards in this group contained monitoring and/or threshold standards for several
different insects and diseases. Comprehensive description of monitoring and threshold
techniques for “any pest, any crop, anywhere” is obviously not possible within a single
guidance document. Similarly, the thresholds for an acceptable toxicity load in a toxicity
model may be very different across different crops or agroecological zones.
Additionally, these differences in standards reflect the collective-action and
public-goods aspects of IPM. In contrast to many other environmental problems in
agriculture, chemical resistance in pests and the import of exotic pests and diseases are
public goods problems that are spatially bounded and primarily impact the farmers
themselves. The same applies promoting habitat and natural enemies, though these public
benefits may be more spatially localized. These issues closely resemble the types of
problems successfully dealt with by informal “commons-type’ governance structures
(Ostrom et al., 1999). Individual efforts in these areas can have high positive externalities
within the community of crop-producers, creating the potential for free-rider problems,
but the impacted community is well-bounded. As such, certification provides the
opportunity not just for farmers to differentiate their products to consumers, but to agree
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to manage key public goods and bads. Resolving such collective-action problems is a
well-known key challenge and opportunity in IPM promotion (Bottrell & Schoenly,
2018; Parsa et al., 2014).
Relatedly, these certifications tend to be developed more closely with growers and
codify regional best-management practices while allowing growers flexibility. This
allows for certification standards to be potentially more rigorous without being overly
constraining upon farmers’ decision-making. On the other hand, multiple competing
regional single commodity certifications may cause consumer confusion; the sample
includes three different sustainable winegrowing certifications in California alone. A
profusion of certifications may result in advantages to programs with weaker standards.
In the case of forestry, Forest Stewardship Council is widely seen as having stricter
environmental standards than the industry-driven Sustainable Forestry Initiative, but has
failed to have the same reach (Clark & Kozar, 2011).
Globally focused standards face the tradeoff between stringency and flexibility
more starkly. The original UTZ and Rainforest Alliance standards were explicitly
designed to be low-cost and accessible, extending protection from the worst
environmental and social abuses to as many farms as possible (Auld, 2010). The pest
management content of these standards and other global-scale standards focuses on
worker safety, hazardous materials handling, prohibition of highly toxic pesticides, and
general planning and record-keeping. Preventing pests and disease, and
cultural/ecological methods for managing pest populations are only mentioned in general
terms.
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In this manner, standards with broad applicability may follow the template of the
organic standard, mostly focusing on practices to be banned. Prescriptions for
sustainability will be too contextual to fit into a global standard. Becoming too strict in
standards may not only reduce the economic viability of a certification, but also have
perverse impacts if a banned tool or technique is occasionally the most ecological
friendly option.11 Requiring planning, record-keeping, monitoring and training may help
farmers find opportunities to reduce their impacts, but is unlikely to resolve any inherent
conflicts between productivity and environmental concerns.
4.5 Conclusion
I analyzed twenty-two alternative food and agriculture certifications for how they
operationalize the concept of “Integrated Pest Management”, through their standards.
These standards showed markedly different patterns based on their geographic and crop
scopes. Standards developed in one region for one crop sometimes function as compendia
of best practices with a high degree of specificity. Other standards tend towards enforcing
a “floor” of banned materials and practices while also requiring basic planning and
record-keeping, which may assist farmers to improve their practices and impacts.
These results emphasize the difficulties in delineating sustainability-focused
agricultural strategies rigorously and repeatably. While this study focuses on nongovernmental labeling programs, these same problems can arise in any effort to
dichotomously categorize farming systems. These results show that such classifications
most easily function to uphold basic standards at a broad scale or to collaboratively
codify a menu of well-known BMPs on a local/regional scale. Universal checklists for
11

For instance, organic agriculture’s ban on herbicides may promote unsustainable levels of tillage in
some farming systems (Carr, 2017), while bans on synthetic pesticides may not result in lower total
environmental impact from pest control in some crops (Kovach et al., 1992).
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classifying farming systems across different agroecological contexts as using “Integrated
Pest Management” or other principles-based strategies are likely not feasible.
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CHAPTER 5: Probabilistic Simulation of Phosphorus Loss Using a the VT PIndex, a Simple Site Assessment Tool
Abstract:
Anthropogenic nutrient loading threatens waterbodies worldwide. In many
watersheds, agriculture is the primary cause. Simulation models are increasingly relied
upon for research, evaluation, and regulation of nutrient loading. Here, we develop a
novel approach to simulating nutrient losses from agriculture on a basin scale and apply it
to the Lake Champlain Basin in the US state of Vermont. We combine the VT P-Index, a
light-weight, easy-to-use empirical model used for site evaluation, with high-resolution
geographic data and probabilistic estimation of unknown parameters and management
practices. Our results align fairly well with those from analyses using more sophisticated
tools and provides insights into basin-wide watershed management. First, nutrientmanagement planning can significantly reduce P losses in watersheds dominated by
livestock-agriculture by re-distributing manure applications from areas of high loss to
low loss. Second, heterogeneity of legacy soil phosphorus may hinder hotspot
identification from geographic data. Lastly, currently available best-management
practices will likely be insufficient to reach reductions targets in the most impaired subwatersheds, and a reduction in agricultural footprint may be necessary. Future research
can update our approach to account for new understanding of factors governing P loss.
Probabilistic modeling using simple, field-scale models can complement complex
watershed process models.

5.1. Introduction
Agricultural runoff is the leading cause of nutrient pollution in waterways
worldwide (Dupas et al., 2015). Many freshwater bodies are phosphorus-limited;
phosphorus enrichment can profoundly impact their ecology and function (Sterner, 2008).
Globally, the scale of phosphorus loss into waterways is several times higher than the
geologic background rate, feeding concerns of irreversible impacts on freshwater ecology
(Carpenter & Bennett, 2011). As both a critical plant nutrient and a major hazard to
freshwater ecosystems, farmers and policymakers must manage P with care in
agricultural landscapes.
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Phosphorus-driven eutrophication also harms the health, well-being, and
economic vitality of communities living near affected waterbodies. Excess P levels
trigger cyanobacteria blooms, resulting in waters with low levels of oxygen, higher
turbidity, and dangerous concentrations of cyanotoxins. These conditions can drive dieoffs in aquatic animals and native plant species, increase the costs of treating water for
human consumption, and threaten the recreational and scenic values of freshwater lakes
(Lewis Jr et al., 2011). Exposure to toxins from blue-green algae is linked to chronic
human health problems (Carmichael, 2001; Torbick et al., 2018) and deaths of bathing
pets (Hauser, 2019).
In Vermont, several waterbodies have been declared “impaired” by P levels,
including Lake Champlain, the sixth-largest freshwater lake in the US. While the growth
in Phosphorus runoff is driven by increases in developed land and impervious surfaces,
agriculture remains the largest source of P into the Lake, especially in the most impaired
watersheds (US EPA, 2016). Water-quality impairment of Lake Champlain has led to
numerous negative impacts including loss of tourism revenues, decreased home prices,
and reduction in fish populations (Gourevitch et al., 2021; Voigt et al., 2015), as well as
less-tangible losses to human well-being.
Nutrient runoff is “non-point-source,” occurring at many locations distributed
across the landscape, making it infeasible to directly measure nutrient loading. Thus
computer modelling has taken a central role in its assessment and governance (Lane et al.,
2006; Wang et al., 2020). While the final levels of pollution or water-quality impairment
may be directly measured by water-quality monitoring programs, assigning the
responsibility for this pollution to different land-uses is accomplished through complex,
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data-intensive watershed models, especially the Soil and Water Assessment Tool
(SWAT) (Arnold et al., 2012). These same tools are utilized for assessing different
management scenarios and determining what sectors can make the most cost-effective
reductions. Different models are utilized by farmers as part of voluntary or mandated
nutrient management plans (NMPs) which attempt to identify and reduce sources of
nutrient loss.
In this paper, we develop a novel method for estimating phosphorus losses from
specific farm fields. We link the Vermont P Index (VTPI) (Jokela, 1999), an empirical
model of phosphorus loss from farm fields, with a high-resolution dataset of individual
farm fields in the Lake Champlain Basin. This approach allows us to investigate farm
practices in a flexible, “bottom-up” manner. Being far less computationally expensive
than SWAT, it is easier to explore a range of management scenarios and perform
calculations on high-resolution land-cover data. Crop fields are analyzed as complete
units, which are, rather than pixels, the units on which farm management decisions are
made. The inputs of the model are required elements of legally mandated NMPs,
facilitating validation of field-scale practices through public records requests on NMPs.

5.1.1 Approaches to Estimating Nutrient Losses

Computer modelling is now a crucial element in governing environmental issues
such as agricultural runoff. Modelers simulate nutrient losses for assessing watershedscale losses, strategic and tactical planning, farm-scale nutrient planning, determining
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payments for conservation programs, cap-and-trade schemes for nutrient losses, and even
as evidence in lawsuits (Radcliffe et al., 2009). The same model or set of models may be
used to diagnose a problem and then design, implement, and assess interventions.
Researchers use different types of models to estimate agricultural nutrient runoff.
Model components range in their approach from mechanistic equations built up from the
laws of physics and chemistry to empirical equations employing coefficients developed
from experiments, which may not have strong theoretical grounding12. Many models
utilize a mixture of both approaches. Models are developed based on different temporal
and spatial scales as well, from hourly or daily time-steps to annual averages, and from
the plot scale to large watersheds.
Different designs have weaknesses and strengths. “Dynamic Models” with
substantial mechanistic components and short time-steps are dominant for creating
regulations and supporting research (Radcliffe et al., 2009). Because these models directly
encode a conceptual model, they are useful for advancing scientific understanding by
testing or modifying this conceptual model. They tend to be robust enough for basin-scale
environmental assessments. Simplified empirical models, on the other hand, are more
user-friendly and have smaller data requirements. These empirical models have more
flexible designs — new experimental results can be used to alter key coefficients even
when their theoretical basis is unclear. These properties recommend them for their
primary uses in on-farm nutrient management planning and assessment of conservation
initiatives (Radcliffe et al., 2009; A. Sharpley et al., 2017).

12

For instance, when predicting annual runoff, an important component of nutrient losses, a model may
simply multiply rainfall by empirical coefficients for crop, management and soil-type or may individually
model the dynamics of each rainfall event.
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Researchers usually model watershed-scale nutrient loading with spatially explicit
models that are mostly mechanistic. Most popular is the Soil and Water Assessment Tool
(SWAT). First released in 1994, SWAT has become the tool of choice for modelling
erosion, streamflow, and nutrient loss from agriculture-dominated watersheds (Gassman
et al., 2007), accounting for nearly half of published catchment-scale modelling research
(Fu et al., 2019). SWAT is based on a daily time-step and explicitly models the physical
processes of plant growth, nutrient uptake, and nutrient transport. By leaving several
important parameters to be fit to available watershed data, SWAT can be calibrated to fit
historical streamflow, sediment, and nutrient loss data in any agriculturally dominated
basin.
P-Indices take a very different approach. P-Indices were designed as “Site
Assessment Tools” to help farmers and natural resource professionals determine which
farm fields require mitigation measures (Lemunyon & Gilbert, 1993; A. N. Sharpley et
al., 1994). P-Indices are built for utilization in nutrient-management planning using basic
information about the physical characteristics and management of farm fields. By
utilizing data and calculation tools (such as worksheets and spreadsheets) that farmers
and extensionists can easily acquire and use, the P-Index method is particularly suited for
assessing immediate field-level management actions.
Modelers have designed increasingly sophisticated and context-specific P-Indices.
The first P-Index was designed for the whole United States. It took an additive approach,
using the weighted sum of scores on several different P-Loss risk factors. More recent PIndices divide phosphorus loss risk factors into two categories: (1) transport factors, such
as erosion and runoff; and (2) source factors, including soil test phosphorus and the
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quantity and method of recent manure or fertilizer applications. Many recent P-Indices
now multiply source risks by transport risks (Gburek et al., 2000), providing a much
more sensible view of nutrient loss: a field that has no P source will have no P loss, no
matter how high its transport potential, and vice versa. Some P-Indices now also separate
source and transport factors specific to different loss pathways, utilizing region-specific
empirical relationships between management practices, environmental characteristics,
and P loss. For instance, the VT P-Index multiplies source and transport factors specific
to five different pathways: particulate P from soil and manure, and dissolved P from soil,
manure, and fertilizer. Because these P-Indicies are based on experimental and
observational data, rather than explicit simulation of the processes governing P losses,
these models are limited to a very small geographic scope and well-researched farming
techniques, but can be just as accurate within these limitations as hard-to-calibrate, dataintensive watershed models (A. Sharpley et al., 2017).

5.1.2 Rationale
Watershed-scale models and P-Indices require different inputs, reflecting their
different users. SWAT requires data for many different geophysical features and
processes, including elevation, landcover, plant growth patterns, tillage implements, and
daily data for rainfall, solar radiation, wind speed, and relative humidity. Additional
streamflow and water-quality data is needed for manual or automatic calibration of
SWAT (Arnold et al., 2012). The VT P-Index, on the other hand, requires detailed
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information on management decisions and soil characteristics for individual fields. While
a farmer might need help from an extension agent or technical advisor for determining
soil erosion or characteristics, almost all information needed to run the model is easily
accessible to farmers.
In this study, we invert the typical approach. We utilize a tool built for
individualized site assessment to examine watershed-scale nutrient loading. By
aggregating simulated results on individual fields up to the watershed scale, we are able
to approach aspects of farm-management that are not available in spatial data as
heterogenous and probabilistic, as they actually are, rather than assuming uniformity. For
instance, rather than assuming that tillage practices are uniform according to some
conditional logic (e.g. chisel plow is used for corn on all clay soils) we can specify
tillage, and any other farm practices according to a set of conditional probability
distributions. This approach connects the basin-scale view of the problem to the farmmanager’s view and quantifies uncertainty about spatial hotspots of phosphorus.
Furthermore, our approach has other advantages which may make it useful for
analysis of agricultural water-quality policy. In general, our approach may be better
adapted to handling the considerable uncertainty inherent in these problems. Because it
take less computer power than SWAT, this approach can easily explore a wide range of
management scenarios and perform calculations on extremely high-resolution land-cover
data. Agricultural practices are modelled probabilistically, rather than deterministically as
in SWAT. By taking a probabilistic approach to unseen variability, we are able to explore
unseen but potentially influential variability in factors such as pattern tile drainage and
soil test phosphorus.
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Furthermore, there are other factors that may make our approach more policy
relevant. First, the inputs of the model are required elements of legally mandated NMPs,
which means they can perhaps be validated through public records requests on NMPs. In
turn, the ad-hoc, empirical nature of the model makes it simple to adjust its coefficients in
response to new data, given the constantly-evolving landscape of research into waterquality best-management practices.

5.2 Study Site
This study was conducted in the Vermont portion of the Lake Champlain Basin
in the Northeastern United States. Lake Champlain is the 6th-largest freshwater body in
the United States, draining a basin of 21,326 km2 in Vermont, New York and Quebec. Pdriven eutrophication has been a major environmental concern in the region since the
1970s. Programs targeting point-source pollution of P from wastewater treatment
facilities have been quite successful, reducing these point-source P emissions by over
80%, but P concentrations in Lake-Segments drained by Vermont have remained steady
or increased (Smeltzer et al., 2012). In 2002, the Vermont Department of Environmental
Conservation developed a Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) plan for ensuring
reductions in P loading into Lake Champlain; after litigation, the US EPA established
newer, more ambitious targets in 2016.
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Figure 10: The Study Area.

Reducing agricultural runoff has increasingly become a key priority for mitigating
poor water quality in Lake Champlain. The EPA’s TMDL calls for about 2/3 of
Vermont’s load reductions to come from agriculture, though they estimate agriculture as
only producing 41% of P-loading (US EPA, 2016). Vermont’s agricultural sector is
dominated by dairy farming, and the large volumes of Phosphorous-rich manure and
imported feed inherent to this sector make reducing P loading exceptionally difficult (M.
B. Wironen et al., 2018).
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5.3 Methods
In this study, we conduct simulations of phosphorus loss from farm fields from 4
counties within the Lake Champlain Basin. These counties account for >68% of the
agricultural land in the Vermont portion of the Lake Champlain Basin and >99% of
agricultural land in these 4 counties is within the basin. Our modelling approach has
several components; see Figure 11 for a summary of the conceptual framework. Polygons
representing the spatial extent of all crop fields in the Lake Champlain Basin were
developed by the Vermont Spatial Analysis Laboratory. These polygons were linked with
elevation models, soil type, and waterway extent from publicly available geodata.
Management and other non-observable parameters were modelled probabilistically. More
details on these model parameters are described in Tables 5 and 6.
These data and random variables were fed to the Vermont Phosphorus Index
(VTPI), a field-scale empirical model of phosphorus loss used for nutrient management
planning in Vermont (Jokela et al., 2020). The VTPI is made available as a spreadsheet
application; for this project, we converted it to a script in the Python programming
language (Version 3.8). The VTPI returns a quantitative score which is primarily meant
to be interpreted qualitatively, where, for instance, a score below 20 is “Very Low” while
above 100 is “Very High.” The results can be interpreted as total phosphorus loss,
adjusted for availability to cyanobacteria, by dividing by 80 to yield lbs P/acre/year (or
dividing by 89.8 to yield kg P/ha/year). The P-Index likewise internally calculates total P
loss from various pathways, though this result is not presented to farmers in the
spreadsheet applications.
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Figure 11: Tasks Performed to Implement the P-Index Model.

5.3.2 Modelling Soil Erosion
The VTPI requires a soil erosion rate as an input. Our model calculates this
through an implementation of the Universal Soil Loss Equation (USLE). The topographic
(LS) factor is calculated using raster digital elevation models from the Vermont Center
for Geographic Information, using flow-routing algorithms from the Whitebox Tools
open-source geoprocessing library (Lindsay, 2016) and formulas described by Desmet
and Govers (1996). The soil erodibility (K) factor was extracted from the USGS soil map,
and a grid of rainfall erosivity (R) factor values was built from data from the EPA Low
Erosivity Waiver Erosion Factor Calculator automated program interface (US EPA, n.d.).
These data were averaged for each delineated crop field to estimate potential erosion by
field. The product of these factors forms the “RKLS”, or potential-erosion factor,
representing the erosion rate were the field left completely bare, and is held constant
across all management scenarios. A lookup table was built for crops, crop sequence and
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tillage type, to extract crop-cover and practice factors, which allows erosion to be
calculated for each simulated crop sequence and tillage type.

5.3.3 Modelling Unknown Parameters
Of the parameters required by the VT P Index, field-scale data for only a few are
available.
Remaining parameters are simulated using a combination of conditional logic and
probability distributions. For more details on these variables, see appendix 1.

Table 5: Sources for Parameters in the P-Index Model.

Parameter

Source

Notes
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Crop Type

Derived by VT spatial
analysis lab
From Spatial Analysis Lab

Crop Rotation

Point in Crop Rotation
(Previous Crops)

Randomly assigns a year in a
crop rotation cycle based on
current crop.

Soil type

Shapefile

Soil Hydro Group

Shapefile

Soil Erodibility

Derived from soil texture
table.

Location, Elevation
Distance to water

From field delineations
Derived from Geospatial
Data
Set at 10.
Increased to 30 for farms that
have high P Index
Modelled Using Spatial Data
and Simulated Parameters

Manure Spreading Setback

Erosion Rate

Fields with excessive erosion
rates are re-assigned to
rotations with less Corn
e.g. a field in 4-Corn, 4-Hay:
rotation: C,C,C,C,H,H,H,H
if the field is in corn, the field
is randomly assigned to be in
year 1 2 3 or 4
Geologic Soils Polygon from
NRCS. Retrieved from
https://geodata.vermont.gov/
Geologic Soils Polygon from
NRCS. Retrieved from
https://geodata.vermont.gov/
From OMAFARA FactSheet,
Universal Soil Loss
Equation13

Modelled Parameters:
Greater Detail on Modelled Parameters can be found in
Appendix A.

Table 6: Description of how Parameters were Simulated for the P Index.

Parameters
Soil Test P

13

Notes
All fields modelled with the
same set of values. Same values

http://www.omafra.gov.on.ca/english/engineer/facts/12-051.htm
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Lognormal (s=1.18,
scale=2.8) +.5

Soil test Aluminum

Soil Test Data (General)

Number of Manure
Applications
Pattern Tile Drainage
Cover Crop

Cover Percentage
Tillage Method

for all scenarios.
All fields modelled with the
same set of values. Same values
for all scenarios.
Based on dataset of all soil tests
performed by UVM soil lab.

Gamma (a=1.25, scale=50)
+2
Limited to fields over 1
acre, growing Field Crops
or Hay and in study area.

Modelled as dependent on crop
type.
Modelled as dependent on Soil
Hydrologic class and crop type
None for Fallow and Hay
Modelled as a Bernoulli variable
for Corn and “Other”
Below .2 for Corn without cover
crop, above .2 for all others.
“No till” for continuous or
Proportions differ between
continuing hay and fallow.
scenarios
Otherwise, randomly drawn
from proportions: no till, disk,
chisel, moldboard

Time to manure incorporation 0 if manure is injected.
Otherwise modelled as a
poisson variable.
Manure incorporation
Based on tillage method and
Method
crop.
Manure Date

Corn: randomly drawn from
spring or fall.
Others: randomly drawn from
spring, summer or fall.

Crop Rotations:
Expected crop rotations were provided with the field shape delineations. When we
compared these crop rotations with total crop acreage for Corn and Hay within the study
area (NASS, 2021), we found that the provided crop rotations implied a greater ratio of
land growing Corn to land growing Hay in any given year. To even this imbalance, fields
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predicted to have Corn-Hay rotations where Corn was represented in more than ½ of
years were altered to add one year of Hay and subtract one of Corn. For instance, if the
predicted rotation was 6 years Corn – 2 years Hay, this was altered to 5 years Corn, 3
years Hay.

Manure Applications:
Total Manure applications were first calculated by county, using livestock
numbers from the USDA Census of Agriculture (NASS, 2021). We assume that all manure
P excreted by livestock in each county is applied to farm fields in that county.Total P
Excreted in Manure lbs/year for each county was calculated as:
𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑢𝑟𝑒_𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑑 = (𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑦𝑐𝑜𝑤𝑠 +

𝑛𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝐶 𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑙𝑒
) ∙ 70
2

Farmers were assumed to spread manure on hay fields at 80% the simulated rate
received by corn fields, as most hay crops in this region have a large legume component
and thus respond less to manure nitrogen than corn does. Each scenario in each county
included a series of tuning runs to calibrate the manure application rate such that the total
manure P applied matched the total manure P excreted each year for that county. Tuning
was required for scenarios including nutrient management planning – where manure
applications are revised if P Index values are too high.

Soil Test Phosphorus:
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Values for soil test phosphorus were simulated based on data from soil test
samples analyzed by the University of Vermont Agricultural and Environmental Test Lab
between 2013 and 2020. From these, we use 6293 soil samples, representing fields
growing field crops in western Vermont. While zip codes from which samples were
mailed were available, the data were far too sparse to draw conclusions about the spatial
distribution of soil test phosphorus. Instead, we combined all data and experimented with
different distributions. A lognormal distribution was chosen as fitting the underlying data
best.
Soil test phosphorus values are extremely influential to P losses at the field scale
and are not linked to the spatial data used to run the model, calling for careful treatment
in the model. Our process for simulating soil test P was as follows. First, a distribution
was simulated from the empirical soil test phosphorus data. From this distribution, we
draw 10000 random values, and bin these values into integer-based bins. We compress
these values by binning them into integer-bins and taking the mean, yielding 84 unique
soil test phosphorus values.
All crop fields, in all scenarios are simulated with all of these values the same
number of times. This allows for analysis of “Hot-Spots” and changes across scenarios to
be conducted based on averages for both fields and soil-test phosphorus results. The
simulation of random draws of soil test phosphorus values impacts all fields equally, as
all fields are simulated with the same values. The mean value for soil test phosphorus is
6.7, which is within the range of values considered optimum. Appendix B for more
details.
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5.3.4 Running the Model
For farming practice parameters, several scenarios are defined. These represent
different proportions of crop management practices, dependent on crops and different
field characteristics. For each scenario, an array of values is drawn for each simulated
variable. This array is the same length as the total number of fields. Then for each of 284
iterations of the scenario, these values are randomly shuffled, and the values applied to
fields in that order.
A few scenarios were investigated. The base scenario represents practices
prevalent in 2014. The nutrient management planning (NMP) scenario features the same
practices, but in it farmers eliminate or reduce P applications if the calculated P index, or
soil test phosphorus exceeds predetermined levels. This reflects current required
agricultural practices in Vermont, and the regulatory use of the P Index. The BMP
scenario represents near-universal, but imperfect uptake of a simple suite of bestmanagement practices; reduced tillage, manure injection and cover-cropping. All practice
scenarios are also run with an alternative set of field-shapes where all areas of each field
which are within 12.2 meters of a watercourse are converted to vegetated buffers. Lastly,
all field shapes are simulated under the conditions where they are left fallow and allowed
to return to natural vegetation, to investigate the impacts of targeted land-retirement on P
loss.
More details in the implementation of the model, including instructions for
accessing the source code and description of variables within each scenario are available
in Appendix A.
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5.4 Results
5.4.1 Impacts Across Different Scenarios:
Table 7 shows the reductions achieved from different changes in farming
practices. The BMP scenario, when combined with nutrient management, exceeds TMDL
targets for P reductions in 4 out of 8 Lake Segments examined, and exceeds these targets
by a wide margin in Ilse Lamotte and Shelburne Bay. Extending buffers to up to 40 ft
away from all surface water yields a 10% reduction in P losses, the combination of
BMPs, nutrient management planning and buffers brings the main Lake and Otter Creek
segments into compliance with the targets set for agriculture. In the Missisquoi Bay
watershed, less than 2/3 of targeted reductions are achieved in the maximum scenario,
and only 75% are achieved for Lower-Lake A.
These results indicate that achieving targeted reductions in P loss from farmland
will almost certainly involve either a radical transformation of farming practices or a
substantial shrinking of agriculture, both in terms of animal numbers and land footprint.
While an empirical model such as the VT P Index is very poorly equipped to simulate
novel and radical changes to farming practices, the results of our simulations can help to
understand efficient targeting for land retirement.
Of the examined components, NMP has the largest spatial variability. NMP
reduces predicted P loading by less than 15% in the Isle Lamotte lake segment, and over
26% in the Missisquoi Bay segment. Higher reductions are seen in watersheds that are
partially or totally in Franklin County, which has the highest livestock densities in the
state. These reductions primarily come from reductions in manure losses from corn fields
with high soil erosion. Figures (14-15)
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Reductions from the suite of best management practices are fairly uniform,
ranging from 23% in the Missisquoi Bay watershed to nearly 32% in Isle Lamott.
Implementing buffers shows modest variation in improvements, with no clear pattern in
the variation, as shown in Figure 12.

Figure 12: Total Proportion Reductions in P Loss From VT Watersheds under Different Scenarios.
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Table 7: Reductions By Lake Segment from Various Scenarios.

Watershed
Name
Main Lake
Shelburne Bay
Mallets Bay
Otter Creek
Isle Lamotte
Lower Lake A /
Port Henry
MSB
St Albans
Bay/NE Arm

NMP

bmps

buffers

buffers+bmps

all
0.48
0.471
0.494
0.481
0.512
0.468

TMDL
target
0.469
0.2
0.286
0.469
0.2
0.629

All as %
of target
1.024
2.354
1.726
1.025
2.558
0.744

0.121
0.148
0.229
0.173
0.177
0.159

0.336
0.303
0.257
0.312
0.321
0.311

0.101
0.073
0.098
0.071
0.109
0.064

0.408
0.379
0.343
0.372
0.406
0.368

0.266
0.249

0.234
0.267

0.088
0.041

0.304
0.314

0.489
0.485

0.828
0.26

0.591
1.865

5.4.2 Mode and Quantity of Loss:
Fields growing corn had substantially higher, and more variable phosphorus loss
than fields in Hay in the base scenario. Field-level average P-Index values were 77 for
Corn (19-158) vs 32 (8-71), for Hay (90% intervals) (Figure 13). Losses from manure,
however, were somewhat higher for hay (Corn: P sub-Index 16, Hay P sub-Index of 19).
This likely reflects two factors: first, most manure spread on corn fields is incorporated
through tillage in the base scenario, while nearly all manure applied to hay fields is
surface-applied and thus is more vulnerable to runoff, despite having far more vegetative
cover which can catch that runoff. This shields some P from loss, but also causes more
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manure P to become bound to soil- if subsequently lost, this P counts as soil loss.
Additionally, the NMP scenario within the P Index model causes some corn fields to
have lower average manure applications than Hay fields- corn fields with medium-tohigh potential erosion will sometimes generate a P- Index that requires no manure be
applied to the field. Figures 4 and 5 show the relationship between losses from soil and
losses from manure for crop fields.

Figure 13: Histogram of Field-Average P-Index Values by Crop-Type.
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Figure 14: Relationship Between Losses from Soil and Losses from Manure for all draws from all
crop fields in the Base Scenario.
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Figure 15: Relationship Between Losses From Soil and Losses From Manure for all Draws from all
Crop Fields in the Base + Nutrient Management Planning Scenario.

5.4.3 Spatial versus Soil-Test Targeting
Our results suggest that some watersheds, including the Missisquoi Bay
Watershed, cannot meet phosphorus reduction targets through agricultural management
changes alone. Therefore, it may be necessary to reduce the footprint of agriculture or
reduce the amount of corn grown, within these watersheds. If measures such as land
retirement or converting to continuous hay are undertaken, choosing the right fields to
target could yield substantial gains in efficiency. Risk of P loss from a field is a
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combination of innate site-characteristics and impacts of past and current management.
Innate site-characteristics such as soil type, proximity to water and rainfall erosivity are
well-measured and do not need to be simulated within the model. Soil test phosphorus,
however, is highly right-skewed, apparently log-normally distributed. Spatial data is not
available for Soil Test Phosphorus.
Figure 16 compares average modelled reductions from retirement for results
binned by location versus results binned by soil test phosphorus for all fields in the
sample. The blue distribution summarizes EQ 2 below, while the red distribution
summarizes EQ 3. EQ 2 calculates mean P-Indices conditional on each value of soil test
phosphorus, averaged across all fields growing the crop, while EQ 3 is the mean
conditional on each field, averaged across all values of soil test phosphorus. Both Soil
Test Phosphorus data and field geographic data are available, but data linking the two are
not.

EQ 2:
𝐸[𝑃𝐼 | (𝑠𝑡𝑝 = 𝑠) & (𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑝 = 𝑐) ] − 𝐸[𝑃𝐼 | (𝑠𝑡𝑝 = 𝑠) & (𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑝 = 𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤)] for all values of s
EQ 3:
𝐸[𝑃𝐼 | (𝑓𝑖𝑑 = 𝑓) & (𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑝 = 𝑐) ]- 𝐸[𝑃𝐼 | (𝑓𝑖𝑑 = 𝑓) & (𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑝 = 𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤)] for
all fields f.
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Figure 16: Average Reductions from Retiring a Field Based on only Soil Test or based on only
Spatial Characteristics.

In Figure 17 we see that a very small number of Soil Test Phosphorus values
create “extreme hot-spots”, but the vast the distribution of average P Index scores is
highly compressed. This is due to Soil Test Phosphorus values being lognormally
distributed (Appendix 2). Though the absolute spread is wider, the distribution is more
un-equal for results grouped by field delineation: the Gini Coefficient for P Index
grouped by fields is .48, but only .41 for results grouped by Soil Test Phosphorus.
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5.4.4 Factors Determining P-Index and P Loss of Fields
To determine sensitivity of the P Index to various simulated factors, we
performed a linear regression with field-level fixed effects, on all instances of any field
growing corn in the base model run. The results of this regression are found in Table 8
below. Most of the variation between runs on the same field can be explained by a few
simulated variables: soil test phosphorus, cover cropping, tillage type, P added in manure
and whether manure was injected (if the field was no-till). Coefficients for tillage and
no-till with manure injected are interpreted relative to a base-case of no-till with manure
left on the surface.
Most importantly, doubling soil test P increases modeled P loss by 21%. While
this is somewhat inelastic, this also implies that BMPs will not be able to overcome high
legacy P, which can result in STP levels an order of magnitude higher than those found in
a typical field. The model shows substantial P reductions from combined manureinjection / no-till systems.
Recall that the P Index represents total P lost, with erosion losses adjusted
downwards for P availability in surface waters. All dissolved P and manure particulate P
is fully available, while some P in soil particulates is unavailable to algae. Because of
this, variables which have a greater impact on Total P Lost than on the P Index have a
greater impact on P lost through erosion of soil particles than through other pathways.
For instance, tillage variables are presented relative to no-till with manure surfaceapplied. More intensive tillage leads to more erosion, but also more effective
incorporation of manure – higher P losses in soil, and lower P losses from manure. The
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overall impact on P loss from tillage is large, but because the P index adjusts soil P
downward for availability, the impact on the P Index is low.

Table 8: Coefficients for important factors influencing field-level P Index and Total P Lost for fields
growing corn in a Linear Regression with Field-Level fixed Effects

log Total P Lost

log Total P Index

log(soil_test_phos)

0.192

0.317

tile_drain

0.155

-0.013

cover_crop

-0.366

-0.347

log(added_P + 1)

0.007

0.207

chisel tillage

0.899

0.241

disk tillage

0.906

0.287

moldboard tillage

1.126

0.36

no-till, manure injected

-0.231

-0.855

R2

0.614

0.697

5.4.5 Comparison with Basin-wide SWAT Modelling:
The results for our base scenario are similar, but not fully congruent with results
from the SWAT modelling of the Lake Champlain Basin conducted for the EPA’s TMDL
(US EPA, 2016). Differences with the Lake Champlain TMDL are difficult to fully
compare; TMDL results are aggregated by lake segment (rather than sub-watershed) and
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most Vermont-side lake segments include areas outside the scope of our field-shapes
dataset, which only covers 4 counties in Vermont. Additionally, the TMDL loadallocations calculate phosphorus loading of the lake segments, while the P Index only
calculates phosphorus delivered to waterways. Finally, base-load calculations for the
Lake Champlain TMDL were conducted for the years 2001-2010, while our model
utilizes data on crop fields and practices for the year 2015.
Complete comparison is only available for a few sub-watersheds or combinations
of sub-watersheds. Comparisons between these can be seen in Table 9. Our source data
estimates lower agricultural land-use than the data used for the TMDL. Changing
agricultural land-use in the region only accounts for a small portion of this difference; the
2016 National Landcover Dataset shows only a small decrease in agricultural landcover
compared to the 2011 version used in the TMDL analysis. On the other hand, agricultural
landcover as reported in the Census of agriculture declined by about 10% between 20122017 (NASS, 2021). Visual inspection of aerial imagery indicates that the differences
between our field delineations and the landcover categorizations indicate that both
datasets include some False positives and some False Negatives.
Our base-model estimates for P loss per hectare of farmland are somewhat higher
in aggregate to those in the TMDL, though there are significant discrepancies between
watersheds. This shows that our base scenario, without nutrient management planning, is
likely an over-estimate of Total P Losses. This makes sense, given that NutrientManagement Planning was often practiced in Vermont even before regulatory changes
made it mandatory for most farms. This also underlines our finding that targeted
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reductions may be difficult to achieve in some watersheds: our high reductions found
from nutrient management planning are likely overestimates.

Table 9: Comparison of Our Results with Results of the SWAT model for the Lake Champlain
TMDL. Only the Subwatersheds that are 100% within the Study Area are Shown.

Data Source
Subwatershed
Isle Lamotte
Lower Lake A
/ Port Henry
Little Otter
Creek
Lewis Creek

Hectares
Hectares
Agriculture Agricultur
e
This study TMDL
SAT

Total P
load

Total P
load

Sediment
Load

Sedimen
t Load

This
study

TMDL
SAT

This study

TMDL
SAT

2119.674

3003.022

2893.353

3274.32

7564.834

10633.34

28831.02

24377.66

6833.439

8758.756

11610.87

21679.4

3124.866

4413.79

3748.22
5
19009.6
1
18377.8
6
7206.81
5
1967.90
6

4883.969

7672.089

1792.471

1849.508

2523.51
6
24561.4
8
22139.5
7
2826.75
4
33934.4
4

6745.4

6795.12

8512.108

Mallets Bay
1137.073
Direct
Drainage
La Platte River 3146.1

1653.755

6088.418
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5714.72
8

5.5 Discussion
Our results suggest that in some watersheds, phosphorus reduction targets are
not possible to meet with BMPs and increasing efficiency of the current agricultural
system. Rather, in many sub-watersheds, meeting P reduction targets would require more
fundamental changes to the agricultural system, and likely a reduction in total livestock
numbers. These changes are already underway, though stemming them is a policy goal
pursued alongside, or in conflict with P mitigation (Parsons, 2010). Cattle numbers in our
4-county study area have been declining in recent years, falling by more than 14%
between 2012 and 2017, accompanied by similar drops in cropland harvest for forage,
and cropland harvest overall (NASS, 2021).

5.5.1 Legacy Soil Phosphorus:
Most previous spatial analyses of phosphorus loss on a watershed scale assume
that soil phosphorus is distributed homogenously across the landscape. While this is an
important simplifying assumption, our results suggest that the heterogeneity of legacy
soil test phosphorus is an extremely influential factor in P loss from farm fields. Spatial
analyses can easily detect “hotspots” where soil type, rainfall and proximity to waterways
increases the risk of P loss. Additionally, we find that “invisible” hotspots, caused by
high legacy phosphorus in soils, may be just as significant for targeting conservation
interventions.
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The accumulation of Phosphorus in watersheds dominated by animal agriculture
is an important driver of eutrophication in these waterbodies. Wironen and colleagues
(2018) demonstrated large P surpluses throughout the Lake Champlain Basin, driven
almost entirely by imports of animal feed. Likewise, Ketterings and colleagues (2005)
showed that nearly half of farm fields in New York have “high” or “very-high” soil
phosphorus levels, with dairy-producing areas having the highest levels.
Legacy phosphorus is often highly spatially heterogenous because of highly
variable past manure management practices. High soil P concentrations are generally
caused by long-term repeated application of manure at high rates. Manure application
history, and therefore soil legacy P, can be extremely variable, between and even within
fields due to variability in animals stocking rates and ease of access to fields for manurespreading(Page et al., 2005). Even though legacy Phosphorus levels are high in the
Champlain Valley generally this problem may not impact most crop fields. The Soil Test
Data show that ~90% of crop fields have soil test Phosphorus levels at or below
agronomic optimum levels, while a small fraction have STP values that are an order of
magnitude above optimum. Identification of sites of high legacy phosphorus may play a
crucial role in mitigation efforts.
Winchell and colleagues (2011) used a SWAT model to identify critical source
areas for P loss in Missisquoi Bay Basin. Their work showed that targeting best
management practices to the 20% most vulnerable fields could reduce P loss by 50% to
198% more than by applying these interventions randomly over the same number of
fields (Winchell et al., 2011, p. 138). Our results suggest that even larger efficiency gains
could be attained through such targeting. Their analysis with regards to “reduced manure
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P” as a BMP may be an especially large underestimate, we find a 14% decrease in P loss
from the “nutrient management planning” scenario, which re-allocates manure P from
fields with High P index to Lower P Index, based on the Vermont Required Agricultural
Practices regulation.
Our results indicate that heterogeneity of legacy phosphorus between fields may
drive a large amount of phosphorus loss and identifying fields with high soil test
phosphorus is crucial to effectively targeting P reduction measures. The variability in our
source data on soil test phosphorus is consistent with other research (Gburek et al., 2000;
Page et al., 2005). At the same time, some of the same research also demonstrates very
large within-field heterogeneity in soil test phosphorus, often driven by the particularities
of historical manure management (Page et al., 2005). It is thus possible that some of the
large spread in soil test phosphorus is due to poor sampling procedures by farmers; some
high values may represent within-field hotspots rather than field averages. Further
analysis of uncertainties and validation can be found in Appendix B.

5.5.2 Uncertainties in the P Index Itself:
Pattern tile drainage presents a possible limitation of this, and most other models
of P loss. Tile drainage is commonly utilized on poorly and somewhat-poorly drained
crop fields throughout the United States, including Vermont. The impacts of pattern tile
drainage on nutrient losses are complex, not well-understood, and poorly handled by
current modelling tools (Radcliffe et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2020). Pattern tile drainage
reduces surface runoff and erosion, and thus the quantities of Phosphorus lost through
these pathways. On the other hand, it creates additional pathway for P loss through
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subsurface drainage. The VT P Index and other models generally assume that these losses
are relatively small; the VT-P Index calculates subsurface drainage loss as 20% of the
quantity of surface loss to the field edge.
Yet the literature is inconsistent with regard to the overall
impacts of pattern tile drainage on P loss (K. W. King et al., 2015). Important interactions
between management and soil factors may complicate simplistic assessments. Most tiledrained crop fields in the Champlain Basin are clay-textured and receive large
applications of livestock manure. High clay fractions can lead to soil macropores
(Beauchemin et al., 1998) which can serve as a direct path for manure-contaminated
water into tile-drains and on into ditches and streams (Dean & Foran, 1992; K. W. King
et al., 2015; Shipitalo & Gibbs, 2000). While it was long assumed that most phosphorus
loss occurred through overland flow, some measurement studies observe more than half
of P being lost via subsurface drainage (Smith et al., 2015).
Concerningly, some practices designed to attenuate P losses from erosion and
surface runoff, such as conservation tillage and manure injection, separately and
especially together, may cause increases in P loss through subsurface drainage.
Conservation tillage facilitates the formation of soil macropores, while manure injection
places manure deeper into the soil profile. Within the study area, White et al (in review)
found that minimum tillage, cover crops and manure injection on corn crops reduced P
loss in surface runoff by 78%, which compares to a ~76% reduction in total p loss
predicted by the coefficients in Table 8. On the other hand, lysimeter measurements
showed P leaching below the crop rooting zone increased by 121%. If all P leached
below the root zone were conveyed into streams by pattern tile drainage, then this
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combination of BMPs would increase total P loss by 80%, rather than reducing it. Other
watershed and plot-scale studies also show that conservation agricultural practices on
drained cropland may decrease surface loss but increase losses through subsurface
drainage, where it is present (Griffith et al., 2020; Jarvie et al., 2017; Smith et al., 2015).
In our study, the VTPI predicts slightly lower (~-1%) total P index values and
slightly higher total p lost (~16%) from crop fields with tile drainage, in the base case, all
else held equal. This increase reflects the balance of reduced erosion and runoff from
improved drainage, but that rainfall near tile drain lines can directly convey particles into
the drain lines. The VTPI currently estimates that this happens for only 20% of the field.
The current version of the VTPI is not capable of handling interactions between
conservation agriculture practices and pattern tile drainage.

5.5.3 Directions for Future Work
Simulating site-assessment tools on a large spatial scale is, to our knowledge, a
novel approach to examining nutrient loss from farmland at the basin scale. Because each
regional P-Index is slightly different, our simulation code cannot be directly applied in
other places, but our general approach might be. Similarly, it could be utilized for site
assessment tools including models of nitrogen loss and carbon sequestration on farmland.
This approach could be useful in several ways. Future research using this
approach could be helpful for validating and/or improving site assessment tools and
identifying areas of uncertainty both in the tool. Furthermore, this work could be crossvalidated with nutrient management planning records which utilize these same site-
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assessment tools. Our framework could be helpful for estimating total reductions and
financial costs of performance-based programs in reducing nutrient losses and for
targeting interventions to highest-impact locations. Lastly, it can provide a flexible
framework for examining how large the impacts of proposed interventions would need to
be to make these interventions meaningful.

5.6 Conclusion

In this paper, we scale-up a field-scale model of P to examine farm P losses on a
watershed scale. Our results show that most watersheds in Vermont are unlikely to
achieve their targeted reductions without reducing livestock numbers and the extent of
agricultural land, or utilizing novel, yet-developed best management practices. We
further show that spatial heterogeneity in soil legacy phosphorus may be an
underexamined lever for targeting interventions, and especially for targeting land
retirement or shifting to lower-intensity cropping systems.
Our results are sensitive to the structure of the simple model that we utilize and our work,
and the scientific uncertainty around the processes governing P Loss. But our work
likewise helps to identify these important areas of uncertainty. Probabilistic simulation of
site-evaluation indices, like the VT-P Index can be useful both for assessing new
agricultural scenarios and for evaluating and improving these tools.
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CHAPTER 6: Concluding Remarks

Much of the work on this dissertation took place during a global public health
crisis caused by the novel coronavirus SARS-CoV-2. These events underline the
importance of good science in public decision-making, and also its challenges and
limitations. Public Health is both and interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary endeavor,
and understanding these processes is crucial to improving our responses and drawing
lessons for other problems at the intersections of science and human flourishing.
Understanding the coronavirus pandemic was a difficult interdisciplinary problem.
Medical experts have frequently calibrated their descriptions of scientific knowledge
based on their beliefs about mass psychology or sociology. Virologists and aerosol
researchers disputed whether the virus is primarily spread through aerosols, and whose
expertise was most valid for answering this question. Statisticians and economists have
tried to estimate the impacts of different non-pharmaceutical interventions, often with
extremely unclear causal chains between policies, behaviors, and outcomes. Who is
qualified to sift through and synthesize the nearly 200,000 academic publications relating
to SARS-CoV-2? What gives them that qualification?
But, to paraphrase Marx, the point of public health is not to understand it, but to
improve it. Decision-making during the pandemic has not only faced massive
epistemological uncertainty, but also confronted important value-judgements about the
relative importance of various activities and outcomes. What level of disease burden from
in-person schooling is acceptable? What types of coercive measures are more coercive
than others? How large of an inconvenience is it to ask people to not attend church?
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Attend a protest? Gather with their friends at home? The answers to these questions will
vary a lot between people and communities, and expert communities may have different
answers, for reasons other than their expert knowledge.
The failure to find consensus on mitigation measures, even when the harms of the
virus were directly and quickly visible, bodes poorly for attempts to mitigate climate
change and other pressing 21st century challenges. But our efforts must continue.
Hopefully, we can garner some important lessons from this era. I hope my work has
something to contribute as well.

Science is an incredibly important tool for gaining knowledge and empowering
people to act on that knowledge. But there are great challenges in using that knowledge,
and great dangers. These dangers may be smaller than the dangers of conspiracy-driven
science denial, but being trustworthy, reliable and transparent are important ways for us
to fight back against science denial.

Researchers Should Understand Their Approaches
Today, many researchers try to be interdisciplinary, transdisciplinary, and policyrelevant. These are important and valid goals. But clarity can help. Researchers working
across disciplines can do better work if they are clear about how they think about the
relationships between those disciplines now and in the future, and how that shapes their
goals. Similarly, when researchers try to make a difference in the world, it is helpful to
articulate what, exactly, they see as the relationship between science, expertise, and
policy. How exactly do they believe an “ought” can be stated based on a series of “is-es”?
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Who gets to participate in that process? Such conversations do not need to be overly
philosophical; researchers should think about and discuss these questions in plain
language.

Sometimes, non-Experts Have Important Knowledge to Share
An important theme of Chapters 2 & 3 is that sometimes, expertise creates blindspots, and outsiders may have important information. In Chapter 2, these blind-spots
manifest themselves when natural or social scientists working on environmental issues
fail to understand the implications of the others’ work. Further, they might fail to take
seriously traditional or tacit knowledge about the systems they study. In Chapter 3, we
see how some elements of the organic philosophical paradigm; especially farms as
systems and soils as alive, have become codified in conventional agronomy. When
laypeople disagree with scientists about matters of scientific knowledge, it is rare that
their understanding is better than the scientist’s, but there are many instances where they
have something to offer. Learning to distinguish when outsiders have something useful to
say from when they do not is an important, under-examined skill in science.

The Most Important Things Can be the Hardest to Measure or Define
In Chapters 3 & 4, I discuss the vexing problem of defining boundaries around
agricultural strategies. Organic Agriculture went from meaning something
philosophically distinctive into a sort of checklist. Integrated Pest Management, anytime
it is adopted as a framework on a broader scale, is greatly simplified to emphasize
banning the worst chemicals, workers safety and other easy-to-verify and easy-to-define
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practices. Some things may best remain outside the bounds of rigid categorization and
measurement. On the other hand, when we observe how “social capital” and “state
capacity” has had enormous influence on outcomes in the past year, it behooves us to try
to measure these things, and to better define the nebulous, adaptive, contextual strategies
that can promote them.

Embrace Simplicity
In Chapter 5, I built complexity on top of a simple model for examining
Phosphorus loss in the Lake Champlain Basin. While there is a long history of favoring
parsimony in the philosophy of science, simplicity is better for many of the public uses of
science as well. Highly complex models are very valuable for deepening theoretical
understanding and making policy, but models built on simple assumptions are easier to
share, discuss and build on with non-experts. Modelling frameworks such as this one may
prove easier for non-experts with important knowledge to understand and criticize.
Because simple models take much less computing power, we can also explore more
scenarios, and investigate our uncertainties in different ways.

Remembering these things will not magically transform science or its use in
decision-making. But small improvements matter. This attitude, has, after all, been a
great boon to scientific knowledge in the past.
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Appendices for Chapter 5:
Appendix 1: Model Implementation Details
All Code used to prepare data, run the simulations, make
figures and run analyses is available for download at:
https://github.com/bubalis/VT_pIndex .
The following tables contain summaries of how parameters are
simulated in various scenarios.

Parameter Explanation
Tile Drain Does the field have
pattern tile drainage?

Details
If soil is drainage class D:
True if Corn or Small-Grain is in rotation, else
Bernoulli(.5)
If soil is drainage Class C:
Bernoulli(.75) if Corn or Small Grain is in Rotation,
else
Bernoulll(.3)

Table S 1 Details on Simulation of Parameters for All Scenarios

Parameter
# manure
applications

Explanation

Cover Crop

Is there a
winter cover
crop?
What type of
tillage, if
any, is used

Tillage
method

Details
1 if Corn or Small Grain
Random integer between 1 and 3 if Current Crop is Hay
0 if Fallow
Bernoulli(.25) crop is Corn or Small Grain
Else False
If crop is corn:
If soil is clay:
(10% no-till, 45% chisel, 35% disk, 10% moldboard)
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Manure
Incorporation
Method

Time until
manure is
incorporated
Manure
Season

on the field?

Else
(40% no-till, 30% chisel, 30% disk, 0% moldboard)
---------If crop is Hay and previous year was corn:
(20% no-till, 40% chisel, 20% disk, 20% moldboard)
--------If crop is small-grain:
(20% no-till, 50% chisel, 20% disk, 10% moldboard)

How is
manure
mixed into
soil? Or is it
left on
surface?

If tillage is No-till:
If Crop is Corn or Small-Grain
(40% injected, 60% not incorporated)
----------If Crop is Hay:
(10% injected 90% not incorporated)

Days manure
is left on soil
surface
Season of
Manure
Spreading

Else:
Tillage Method is also manure-incorporation method
If incorporation is injection, 0
Else: Poisson(4)
If Crop is Corn:
(60% spring, 40% Fall)
Otherwise:
(30% spring, 40% Fall, 40% Summer)

Table S 2 Details of Simulation of Parameters for Base Scenario
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Parameter
Manure
Rate

Explanation
How much
manure is
spread?

Manure
Setback

How close to
edge-of-field
is manure
spread?
Is there a
cover crop?

Cover Crop

Details
If Soil Test Phosphorus >15
0
If P-Index> 100:
Re-run with no manure spread
If P-Index >60:
Re-run at 50%
If P-Index >60:
Re-run with 25-foot setback

If P-Index> 100:
Re-run with Bernoulli(.9)

Table S 3: Differences in Parameter Simulation for Nutrient Management Planning

Parameter
Cover Crop

Tillage
method

Explanation
Is there a
winter cover
crop?
What type of
tillage, if
any, is used
on the field?

Details
Bernoulli(.90) crop is Corn or Small Grain
Else False
If crop is corn:
If soil is clay:
(60% no-till, 30% chisel, 10% disk)
Else
(80% no-till, 15% chisel, 5% disk, 0% moldboard)
If crop is Hay and previous year was corn:
(40% no-till, 50% chisel, 10% disk)
If crop is Small Grain:
(50% no-till, 40% chisel, 10% disk)

Manure
Incorporation
Method

How is
manure
mixed into
soil? Or is it
left on
surface?

If tillage is No-till:
If Crop is Corn or Small-Grain
(90% injected, 10% not incorporated)
If Crop is Hay:
(50% injected 50% not incorporated)
Else:
Tillage Method is also manure-incorporation method
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Time until
manure is
incorporated

Days manure
is left on soil
surface

If incorporation is injection, 0
Else: Poisson(1)

Table S 4: Differences in Parameter Simulation for Best Management Practices

Appendix 2: Soil Test Phosphorus Values Validation
We compared our simulated soil test phosphorus data with summary data from the
Cornell Nutrient Analysis Laboratory reported by Ketterings and colleagues (2005).
Table S5 compares the distribution of our simulated data as compared with results from
38876 samples submitted from the top 10 dairy-producing counties in NY state. The
comparison shows that our simulated data are biased towards moderate values of soil test
phosphorus, but that for other bins, our data lines up fairly well. While the extent of
farmer mis-sampling is unknown, we would expect it to make the data more extreme, so
the modest moderation of soil test P values in our simulated data may ameliorate this
effect.
Figure S1 compares the cumulative distribution functions of the actual soil test
phosphorus data and the simulated data, showing that the data line up well, but that once
again our simulated values are somewhat biased towards more moderate values of soil
test phosphorus.
Figures S2 and S3 show the difference between the sorted values of the empirical
distribution and the simulated distribution. For each value of soil test phosphorus from
the actual data, the chart plots the actual value minus the simulated value at the same
percentile. Figure S2 shows that the simulated distribution slightly inflates values for the
middle of the distribution. Figure S3 shows that our simulated values trims the highest
values from the distribution.
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low
medium
high
very
high

Range

Simulated Data

0 - 1.5
1.5 -4.5
4.5 - 20
> 20

19%
42%
34%
5%

NY
Data:
mean
27%
25%
39%
8%

low

high

12%
20%
28%
1%

43%
29%
53%
17%

Table S 5: Comparison of Our Simulated Soil Test Phosphorus Data with Data from Ketterings et al
(2005).

Figure S 1 Cumulative Distribution Functions for Actual and Simulated Soil Test Phosphorus Data
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Figure S 2 Differences between values of actual and simulated soil test phosphorus up to the 90th
percentile

Figure S 3 Differences Between actual and simulated soil test phosphorus for all values
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Appendix 3: Supplementary Figures by County

Figure S 4 Simulated P Indices for Addison County in the Base+NMP Scenario
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Figure S 5 Simulated P Indices for Chittenden County in the Base+NMP Scenario

Figure S 6 Simulated P Indices for Franklin County in the Base+NMP Scenario
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Figure S 7 Simulated P Indices for Grand Isle County in the Base+NMP Scenario
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